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Abstract

A qualitative, exploratory, descriptive study was c.wried

out to explore the meaning and potential health consequences,

to the Chinese elderly, of being dependent on family fOl'

physical, financial, psychological and social needs, '{'hemes

arising from the data provided the framework for presentation

and discussion of the findings.

Ten elderly Chinese participated in the ~tl\lly which

involved tape recorded face-to-face interviews. /I. pi lot stUdy

was initially conducted with four Chinese elder::; using an

interview guide of semi-structured and open ended question::;.

The inte>:"view guide was d(,yeloped by the researcher. FolJowinrJ

the pilot study, the revised interview guide 'las uf>ed with nix

more Chinese elderly to obtain in depth description::; 'If the

elder'S experiences related to care receiving. Dati.! were

analyzed using the constant comparative mathod.

Analysis of the data revealad that elderly Chinese

immigrants may experience psycholog ica I, soc iil], as we J 1 as

potential physical health consequences related to the

receiving situation. Four major concepts emerqed from dati.!

analysis: 1) loneliness al'd isolation, associated with

absence of social contacts, language d i r [icul tics,

intergenerational differences, and transportation problems;

2) reduced resources with which to reciprOcaL!, and hence
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balance the care receiving relationship; 3) an expressed need

[or meaningful relatJ.onships and roles within the family; and

<1) the desire for greater independence within the care

receiving situation .... ith families.

Implicat~ons for providing culturally sensitive care arc

discussed, as woll as implications ior nursing education and

research. Some speculative rclationshi9s between relevant

concepts arc suggested as a possible basis fur a future

fr<lmcwork for care receiving.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Between 1986 and 1991 the number of Chinese immigrants

arriving in Canada increased by approximately 32% (statistics

Canada, 1993). Ten percent of the immigrants from China are

elderly, either coming with .family, or coming to join family

members (National Advisory Council on Aging, 1993a; Weeks &

Cuellar, 19B3). This move from one country to another has the

potential to be a stressful event for the immigrant elder as

he/she adjusts to the values, customs, and lifestyle of the

new country as well as to the westernization of his/her

children und grandchildren (Disman. 1983; Kalish (, Moriwaki,

1973). Consideration of the psychological, social, and

potential physical consequences of elderly Chinese living with

their adult children in Canada may have important implications

Cor development of nursing theory, and subsequent nursing

practice in this area.

Problem statement

Problems associated with aging and increased nee,; for

care were conceptualized by Oowd (1975) as a loss of power



advantage. When the elderly are no longer able to reciprocate

by other means for needed assistance, they may be pressured to

relinquish their authority within the family. Blau (1964)

percei ved power resources to be money, approval, respect, and

compl -Lance. Other authors perceived power resources to include

such things as love, self-esteem, enerqy, knowledge, and lJood

health (Miller, 1991a; Tilden & Gaylen, 1987). As tho aged or

ill person's power resources decline they may be left with

nothing to offer in return for the care they arc given. In an

effort to reciprocate, the elderly may give up their status

and authority in the home and comply with the demands o[ their

caregivers (Blau, .1.964; Dowd, 1975).

When elders immigrate to a new country their world may

become limited to immediate family (Dilloncs & Wil"on. 1'1<)0;

Die & Seelbach, 1988; Hoe, 1979; Naidoo, 1985). with the move

to the host country, many suffer the loss of their mean!; of

livelihood, and thus their economic basis of <lllthorJty (Kalish

& '{uen, 1971). Once having joined their families in the new

country, elders who perhaps held pr(>stigious positions in

their country of origin, may find themselves d<lpendent on

their adUlt children. They may lose status in the (amily and

become resentful because they may not be accorded the renpcct

that they feel they deserve (Coombs, 1.966; Lopata, J973;

Naidoo, 1985; Wu, 1975). These changes are relevant to most

elders who immigrate, including the Chinese.



Leaving their home (country) to immigrate to a new land

may represent an enormous loss to the elderly Chinese

immigrant (Disman, 1983). surroundings .....hich were comfortable

and familiar are left behind, as is a lifetime of customs and

familiar daily activities (Disman, 1983; MacLean & 8onar,

1983). Friends and cohorts too are left behind (Ruo & Tsai,

1986; Salvendy, 1983; Wu, 1975). At first the elder may not

realizp. the extent; of their 10s5 (Cheng, 1978). Due to

philosophical teachings Which discourage emotional expression,

the Chinese elderly may .':ind it difficult to make their

problems and feelings known and thus gain needed support

(Cheung, 1986; Kleinman, Eisenberg,," Good, 1978; Leong, 1976;

'l's!!n'], 1975). Yah (1972) explains the basis of avoidance of

cxcc~siva emotional expression in the Chinese culture:

The Chinese believe that if one follows confucian

teachings closely, and avoids excessive and

incongruent emotions, menta::" disturbances should

not Confucianism also teaches that

maintaining harmony in familial and social

relationships requires inhibition and avoidance of

emotional expression. Thus the logical suppression

of enlotions and the taboo against discussing one's

feelings can be seen as psychocultural coping

mechanisms (p. 132).



Chine~e moral and ethical values, attitudes, and

bch<!viours are based on the philosophical and religioll9

teachings of Confucianisll, Taoism and Buddhism (Bond" nvanq,

1986; Lee, 1986). Central to these religious teachings is the

concept of fi~ial piety which means that children, in

particular, sons, respect their elderly p.:lrents clnd provide

care for them in their old age (Lang, 1968; Yu, 1'J8J).

Traditionally, r"""'iprocity was considered <:In important a~pcct

of filial piety reho, 1990; Bond & IIW£U19, 1986). Sons cared

for their parents in exchange for the transfer of parental

property to thelll. The parents expected to maintain an

exonerated position in the family. They expcctcd to be! treated

with dignity and to be called upon for their advice and

opinion (Cho, 1990). Hence care of the aged in China WilS not

perceived as a situation of dependency but as the exchange! of

resourcrs for care (Cho, 1990).

The majority of Chinese elders who experience living with

their children upon arrival, eventually pre(er to live

independently (Chan, 1983; Ujimoto, 1987; WU, 1975). Many who

continued to live with offspring did so for financial or

health reasons only (Wu, 1975). Differences in 1 Hesty le,

values and allegiances, as .."cll as reduction in status withIn

the family, were found to be majo~ probl~ms associated with

living with offspring (Chan, 1983; Gelfand & Bclr~e$i, 1987;

Rosenthal, 1986; WU, 1975).



Chinese elders in Canada aay feel socially isolated as a

result of financial difficulties and transportation probleQS

(Chan, 1983; Cooltbs, 1986; Die & Seelbach, 1988; Hoe, 1979;

McCallull & ShadbOlt, 1989; Naidoo, 1985; Watson, 1990).

Inability to speak English may aggravate feelings of isolation

by creating the need for assistance with the most simple

activities (Auger, 1990; Chan, 198); Coombs, 1986; Uie ,

Seelbach, 1988; Goodwin, 1988; Naidoo, 1985; Watson, 1990; Wu,

1975). Families may not be able to provide for all of the

social needs of their elderly. Adult children may have

forgotten their own adjustment struggles and may feel their

presence mediates th~ transition for their parents. Therefore,

problells faced by the elder Day be overlooked (Canadian Task

Porce on Mental Issues Affecting Immigrants and Refugees,

1988; Coombs, 1986).

Existing social programs have lessened economic

obligations towards kin integration for both Chinese and

Canadian born elderly and their families. Such programs may

not be available to some Chinese elders (Treas, 1977; Wister,

1965; \'Iu, 1975). This lack of access to social programs and

financial support from the Canadian government may mean that

many CIl!ncsG elderly have no independent means of support. The

sltuation of dependency in which Chinese elders :find

themselves in Canada may influence their feelings of self~

efficacy and self-esteem and consequently create adjustment



problems. Requiring aid from children for b<Jsic needs may

cause Chinese elders who have come to Canada to feel they are

a drain on their Children's resources. They may particularly

feel this way if they are unable to reciprocate in SOIlC way

(Lee' Ellithorpe, 1982).

Much of the past research on problems associated with

care receiving is based on white populations and on related

concepts such as reciprocity and dependency. 'l'lle pauei ty or

investigation into the perceptions of elders in c<Jre recei ving

situations indicates the need for qualitative exploration.

Research is required to determine how cultural bel iefs and

values either interfere with, or abet, the general wcll-belnq

and self-esteem of the Chinese elder in care receiving

situations.

Purpose of the study

The purpose of this study is to explore and describe the

meaning and potential consequences for the Chinese elderly of

the experience of living with and being dependent on offspring

for psychological, social, and in some cases, physical

support.

Hopefully, the results will ultilllately increase tho

conceptual kno.... ledge base about the potentia 1 hca 110M



consequC!:ncC3 and the perceptions of the elderly in

receiving situations. Additional purposes are: to provide

nurses and other health care professionals with further

information that will assist them to understdnd factors

affecting the well-being of Chinese elders in Canada; to

assist health care professionals to provide culturally

sensitive care to this group; and, to facilitate the

devolopment oC theory for guiding further research on care

receiving situations.

ReSE=arch Question

The research question proposed for this stUdy is: What

the meanings and potential health consequences of

receiving for the Chinese elderly in st. John's, Newfoundland?

The following specific questions were formulated to guide

the research:

1) what are the potential psychological, social, and

physical consequences of being a care receiver;

2) do the Chinese elderly want to reciprocate in some way

for care received;

J) are the Chinese elderly able to maintain their expected

status and role within the family in the care receiving

situation;



4) wh ... t are ·t.he feelinqs and attitudes of the Chinese

elderly t.oward requiring care from their families?

Definition and Use of Terms

This section provicles definitions of terms [or which the

meanings (Ire specific to this study.

Care Receiver

Filial piety

Financial needs

an elderly person who is dopcndcnt on

his/her family for psychological,

socia l, financial, and/o~ phys ical

support (care).

loyalty and respect to parents, nnd

the responsibility of cilring for.

parents in their old ilge.

the need for. food, shelter, clothing

transportation, and discrctionilry

money.

Health consequences - psychological, social, and physical

problems which appear to be related

to the care receiving situation.



Physical needs

Psycho log ical needs -

Reciprocity

social needs

the need for necessary assistance

with activities of daily living and

the need for support and opportunity

to maintain or improve physical

status.

the need for self-esteem, emotional

sLlpport, love and affection

(demonstrated in the Chinese culture

through such behaviours as deference

and respect) as well as the need to

feel valued.

the perceived equal exchange of

valued tangible or emotional

commodities (Tilden & Gaylen, 1987) .

the need for social interaction with

friends and others, as well as, the

need for involvement in the larger

community outside the home.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

In spite of the increase in immigrants from Asiil ilnd

South East Asia, research specifically on tht'! need5 o[ this

group has been found to be sparse (Bond, 19U6; Wong &: Heker,

1985». In 1971, Kalish and Yuen stated "published miltcriill

specifically on the elderly Asian-i\rncr leun j 5 extreme Iy

scanty" (p. 40). Although written in 1971, it appears to be

true today. 11 computer sl!arch plus usc oC reference I i st~

disclosed very little current information on the Chinese

elderly. Chan (1983) confirmed the lilck of research in the

statement: "there is an ala.ming paucity o[ dat,l <lnu

theorizing about the elderly Asian-American" (p. 36).

This scarcity of data may at least partially be accounted

for by the fact that the Chinesp. communi ty has been round to

be difficult to access (Lin & Lin, 1978). The history of

racism and discrimination against the Chinese in Canada and jn

North America (Chen, 1980; Coombs, 1986; Hoc, 19'/9; Kill i;,h f,

Yuen, 1971; Yu, 1983; Spoctor, 1985; Sue. &- Morit;himil, 198?)

may have at least partially explained why this group found it

diff icult to trust those (eg. researchers) w j th i n western

culture who claimed a benevolent interest in their history and
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their ncads. Furthermore, because of philosophical, moral, and

religious teachings, which valued modesty and discouraged self

intcr'O!st, the Chinese may not have been comfortable talking

about themselves. Discussion of problems outside the family

has becn considered a cultural taboo.

Research on the perspactive of the care receiver was

eq...ally sparse. Consequently, this literature review was

partiallY based on discussion papers and has highlighted areas

related to health needs and care receiving amongst older

Chinese immigl:"ant.s. In this chapter, background information on

the Chinese culture is presented first, followed by a review

of the general literature on the effect of ethnicity and

language ability on the health and adjustment of older

immigrants. A review of the literature related to care

receiving will then be presented.

Background Information

Brief History of Chinese Immigration to Canada

East Asian immigrants to Canada and the United states

bCCJon <lrriving around the mid 1800's (Chan, 1983). Some became

self employed tradesmen; others worked at menial jobs (Chen,

1980; Iloe, 1979; Lore, 1976; Wu, 1975) Plnd still others



arrived late in life and did not work at all in this country.

Consequently, many elderly Chinese in North America may havQ

modest or low incomes and some may have no income at till

(Kalish & Moriwaki, 1973).

The Chinese in the last 50 years emigrated largely

because of overpopulation, lack of opportunity in their own

country, and extreme poverty (Chen, 1980j Kalish & Mor.iwaki,

1973; wu, 1975; Yu, 1983). More recent immigrants, the elderly

in partiCUlar. have been sponsored by family members.

From about the time they first began to arrive in the

1800's, they faced racism and discrimination, not only by the

average citizen, but by federal and pr.ovinciill laws and

statutes (Chan, 1983j Cho, 1990; Kalish" Moriwaki, 1973;

Lore, 1976). They were viewed by many as "treacherous

heathens" and were avoided and treated badly (Chan, 19B); Cho,

1990, p. 56; Lee, 1987). In the 1960's and 1970's their imiHJe

began to change (Chan, 1983). They became known for their

endurance and frugality, and the public came to vicw them f1~;

hard working, successful people (Chan, l".H13i Cho, 1990; Yang,

1986). Their tendency toward high achievement was thought to

be at least partly due to feelings of insecurity for which

money may have provided some comfort (Chan, 198J; Heddinq &

Wong, 1986). The economic and scholarly achievements o[ the

Chinese youth has continued to contribute to the new, more
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positive image (Gould, 1988; Ho, 1986; Lore, 1976; 'lang,

1986) .

Chinese Cultural Tradition

Chinese cultural tradition has spanned more than four

thousand years and is presented only very briefly in this

sC'ction.

Literature on the Chinese culture was replete with

demonstrations indicating the prominent position of the

elderly (Fairbank, 1957; HSll, 1967; Kalish & Vuen, 1971; Lang,

1966; Wu, 1975; 'ill, 1983). Within the Chinese culture, the

n<Jcd have represented honour, dignity, pride, and wisdom, and

this respect for the elderly has been IJ guiding principle for

the Chinese for several thousand years (Wu, 1975). Because of

the prominent and venerated position the elderly have been

said to hold in the Chinese family, China has sometimes been

called a "gerontocracy" (Kalish & Vuen, 1971, p. 40). Kalish

and Moriwaki (197)) suggested that the Chinese have looked

forw<lrd to old age as a time when they could "sit back and

enjoy the fruits of their labour while members of the family

sought their advice on important issues and in making

decisions" (p. 201). As long as mental capacities

maintained, status in the family was raised rather than

lowered by old age (Kalish & Moriwaki, 197)).



Traditional behaviour and social interaction in China has

been strongly influenced by Confuciani~m, Taoism and lJuddhism

(Lee, 1986). The considerable significance placed on

"reciprocity and loyalty, benevolence and righteousness, self

respect and self-reliance, self control and face saving" came

from the teachings of Confucius (Lee, 1986, p. 2), 'lang (1957)

described reciprocity and loyalty as the foundation of

authoritarianism, filial piety, and the closo knit fami I y

structure of the Chinese. This author's description indicated

that the venerated position held by the Chinese elderly was

based not only on love and respect but also on the elder

having some control of power and resources. 'l'his control and

ability to reciprocate gave the aged person a position of

authority to which the younger generation waG expected to

respond with obedience.

The traditional values of benevolence and righteousness

taught an awareness of others and a concern for doing what was

right by them (Lee, 1986; Tsui, 1976). Self respect anti sel f

reliance provided the basis of the Chinese tendency to be very

private and ethnocentric. The concept or community was round

to make sense to the Chinese only in terms of fami Ly (/.in t.

Lin, 1978; Watson, 1990). This dependence of the Chinese on

family and community re::;ollrces was demonstrated in a study by

Ch..n (198)). Finding.::> from that stUdy indicated th<lt older
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Chinese women in Montreal seldom, if ever, used services

outside the Chinese community.

Confucian teachings that illness could be avoided by

suppression of the expression of emotions and by leading a

balanced life (Lee, 1986; Lin & Lin, 1978) provided the basis

for acceptance of somatic illness as an expression of emotions

and feelings in the Chinese culture. Family privacy about

certain kinds of problems arose not only out of the value of

self reliance but also out of a fear of disgrace or loss of

"facc" for the family (Bond & Hwang, 1986; Leong, 1976).

Difficulties related to business, finances, educational and

health issues, marital problems, as well as family discord

were believed to be the responsibility of the family and were

not to be discu.=;sed outside the home (Lin & Lin, 1978; Watson,

1990) .

As a result Confucius' teachings, family responsibility

has been deeply ingrained in the Chinese culture. For this

reason, and because the older generation did not live as long

as they do now, care of the aged in China may not have proven

to be a serious problem (Kalish & Moriwaki, 1973; Wu, 1975).

In addition, the elderly who lived to an older age often held

power over land, money, and jObS (Kalish & Moriwaki, 1973;

L<lng, 19(8). Kalish and Moriwaki (1973) described the Chinese

obligation of family toward the elderly in the following

conte»t:
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Chinese society was based on the idea of a stable

family unit living in the same locale fot" the

lifetime of the older person. The abligation of the

family to care for the elderly was beyond question.

The rules were known by all and conformed to wi th

little deviation. Children who did not conform

were punished by severe social sanctions, but

usually only the threat of such sanctions was

sufficient (p. 200).

In Imperial China, large joint families ....hieh consisted

of the parents of several conjugal families living toqcthcr

with the eldest father presiding, were universally accepted <IS

the ideal (Hsu, 1967; Lang, 1968). Sometimes, the aldcGt

brother presided over his married ilnd unm<lrricd brother::; and

their children as well his own. occasionally, a fourth and

fifth generation were included in these large joint r .... mi,l ie~

(Lang, 1968). Although the joint family was considered the

ideal, few families were able to conform with this idoal. Poor.

families were unable to put it into practice [or a variety o[

reasons, including illness and early de1:lth uf older fami ty

members (Lang, 196B). Ilence, in reality the joint family may

hav") been the exception rather than the rule. Due to western

influence, the extended family in all of its variations ha~
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been gradually disappearing even in China (Lang, 1968; Wu,

1975) .

In contrast to the situation in Canadian culture where

aging parents have be~n found to most frequently live with an

adult daughter (O'Neill & Ross, 1991), the tradition in China

'Nas for aging parents to live with their eldest son and

daughter-1n-Iaw. As a result, while not officially recognized

as one of the important relationships, the potential negative

relationship between mother/daughter-in-law has been legendary

in the Chinese culture (Lang, 1968). The official significant

relationships, passed on from the teachings of Confucius,

included: 1) father-son; 2) husband-wife; J) elder brother

youngElr brother; 4) grandfather-grandson; 5) uncle-nephew

(Hsu, 1967; Lang, 1968 ). This patrilineal tradition is not

unique to the Chinese culture. It exists in Canada to varying

a~grees within the different cultural groups.

In traditional Chinese CUlture, achievements of the

individual have benefited the family as well. The worth of a

Chinese person was valued as much by his/her past

accomplishments as by their future potential. Chinese elderly

who have come to this country to join their families,

expecting respect and recognition for their past labours, may

have been disappointed. Their children may have been

influenced by western society Which rewards the achievement

and productivity ot the individual, while "the wisdom and
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accomplishments of the elderly have often been perceived

irrelevant or forgotten and ignored" (Kalish" Moriwaki. 1973,

p. 201).

Filial Piety

Filial piety has been defined as "loyalty, respect, and

devotion to parents" (Wu. 1975, p. 273). It was considered the

"root of all virtue" (Lang, 1968, p. 24). While much or the

literature indicated that filial piety was intended to be a

reciprocal relationship, the emphasis was on the devotion anti

obligation of children to parents much more than that of

parents to children. The filial son was not merely to forma.lly

fulfil his obligation to care for his parents but was to do so

with warmth, respect, and reverence (Lang, 1968). 'rho Chinese

equivalent of fairy tales or short stories have often focused

on the theme of filial piety. For example:

Kuo Chu is a poor man burdened with a wife, mother

and child. one day he says to his wife, 'we ar.c so

poor that we cannot even support mother. Moreover.

the little one shares mother's foorL Why not bury

this child? We may have another, but if mother

should die, we cannot obtain her again'. 'rhe wife

does not dare contradict him. He begins to dig the
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grave and suddenly discovers a vase full of gOld 

a gift from heaven to the filial son (Lang, 1968,

p. 25-26).

Marriages were arranged by parents with the understanding

that the new wife would take care of her husband's parents

(Lang, 1968; Kalish & Moriwaki, 1973: 'lu, 1983). Romantic

attachment between couples was considered unnecessary and was

strongly discouraged because it was considered "detrimental to

the supremacy of filial piety" (Hsu, 1967, p. 209). The

emphasis in marriage was placed on the woman's duty to her

husband's parents and on prolongation of the patrilineal line.

Filial piety was loe first of four steps in education of

a child toward "social adequacy" (Asu, 1967, p. 208). The

soc-ond step toward social adequacy was described as

estrangement between the sexes and was considered necessary

because a close relationship between the sexes was considered

detrimental to the "supremacy of filial piety" (Hsu, 1967. p.

209). The third element was loyalty to househOld, clan, kin,

and community, while the fourth dealt with the spiritual world

and was described as "ritual appropriateness," The most

vivid nlanifestation of filial piety was ancestor worship which

implied that the ancestor was not entirely dead but continued

to live in the beyond and to help his/her descendants through

his/her supernatural pmiers. Ancestors were believed to be
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kept alive through worship. The rites of ancestor worship \oo'crc

based on the belief that those who performed them helped both

the living and the dead. If the ancestor had no descendants

he/she had to wander the world as a ghost. Sons were the ones

who performed ancestor worship, hence one of the reasons for

the importance of having sons (Cho, 1990; J{su, 1967; Lang,

1968) •

Once a basic concept of Chinese CUlture, filial piety

amongst Chinese in North America was described by Wu (1975, p.

275) as "a concept of the past." Belief in the tradition of

filial piety has continued to be evident amongst Chinese in

North America, but the behaviour has not been as common as in

the past (Cho, 1990; Wu, 1975; 'iu, 1983). While the Chinese

elderly in North America have continued to expect loya lty and

support from their adult children they wc.rc found to prefer

not to live with them unless circumstancc.s determined it as a

necessity (Chan, 1983; Wu, 1975).

Kalish and Moriwaki (1973, p. 2001 suggested thilt the

idea of filial piety has existed in western culture as well.

For example, one of the Biblical ten commandments was to

"honour thy father and thy mother." Filial piety, howQver, has

be.cn the primary social value taught in the Chine~e CUlture,

while socialization toward filial piety in western culture hns

occurred along with conflicting messag€:s about independence

and self-reliance (Kalish & Moriwald, 1973).
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The Impact of Ethnicity on Health Needs and Care Receiving

The impact of culture and ethnicity on the health care

noads as well as on the meaning and potential consequences of

care receiving for the ethnic elderly have not been adequately

researched (Parsons, Cox, & Kimboko, 1993; Rosenthal, 1986).

However, many authors have specuLated about the effect of

culture and ethnicity on health and on health beliefs held by

elderly immigrants, as well as on family and professional

relationships ,(Anderson, 1990a; Johnson et al., 1988i Low,

1984; Majumdar & Carpio, 1988). Some authors have observed

that immigrants of all ages have encountered significant

difficulty in adapting to the beliefs, values, and

bureaucratic structures of a new culture (Barney, 1991; Die &

Seelbach, 1988; Driedger & Chappell, 1987; Fountain, 1991;

Guttmann, 1987; Lipsom & Meleis, 1985). Furthermore, it has

been argued that the problems and circumstances surrounding

aging have often compounded issues of adaptation for the

ethnic elderly (Die & Seelbach, 1988; capObianco, 1989).

Cultural beliefs and values may have, at times created

problems in adjustment to a new culture. However, they may

also have been an integrating force, providing the elderly

person with guidelines for determining the nature of the

r£!lationship with family, and providing direction on how to

think: and behave during old age (Driedger & Chappell, 1987;
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in the larger community after "old age" has arrived may be

determined by cultural beliefs and values (Barney, 1991;

Gelfand I< Barresi, 1987). Guttmann (IS87, p. 4J) wrote that

ethnicity is "mysterious and powerful" and becomes

incr~asingly important as people grow older. This author

further noted that, along with religion, cthnicity affacted

the total personality and played a central role in peop_tc's

lives. Gelfand and Barresi (1987) along with Guttmnnn (1987)

noted that cultural beliefs and values provided iln internal

harmony which may have counteracted some of the disilbilitics

and alienation that has sometimes accompanied aging.

Support from Family for the Ethnic Blelerly

In many cultures there has been the expectation thilt

older parents live with adult children in their old age.

However, it has been suggested by some authors that bCCilUSC of

different experiences and changing values, second generation

ethnic people may not have placed the saml:! significilnca on

caring for thnir elderly (Chan, 198)j GeHilnd I< F'andetti,

1980; Kalish I< Moriwaki, 1973; Kalish I< 'luen, 1971; Naidoo,

1985; Penning & Chappell, 1987). The possible erosion of

traditional, strong fllmily support may have caused older

people to become fearful that they will find themselves alone
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in their old age (Chan, 1983; Kalish & Yuan, 1971; MacLean &

Bonar, 198); Naidoo, 1985; Rosenthal, 1986; Webster, 1991).

Guttmann (1987), and Gelfand and Fandetti (1980) asserted

that changing economic times and soclal values, along .... ith

other social realities, have affected the utilization and

availability of family support systems by the ethnic elderly.

These authors observed that middle class Italians were much

less likely to want their families to live .... ith them than

those who were working cla~s. Maldonado (1978) claimed that

even aging Chicanos could no longer expect to find all of

their social support within the extended family. Urbanization

has led to the breakup of the Chicano extended family, with

the consequence that the older person's role has largely been

diminished.

Guttmann (1967), however, argued that in many cases

families have remained the chief support in times of illness.

This has been noted to be true amongst North American elderly

(Shanas, 1977; Stoller & Earl, 1983), as well as those from

other cultures (Goodwin, 1988; Somerset & Radcliffe, 1984).

Guttmann (1987) further observed that neither informal

networks nor formal delivery systems have been adequate by

themselves to meet the needs of the ethnic elderly.

Fecher (1982) noted that one of the most important needs

of the elderly from many cultural backgrounds was a feeling of

security that they would not be rejected or placed in homes
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for the aged when their physical st.rength diminished

ridiculed or degraded once their mental capacities (ailed.

support from Family for the Chinese El~erly

Although support from family in old age has largely

remained a hope and expectation amongst most Asian elderly,

some authors found that as with other cultures (Ander.son,

1985; Lock, 1990) interactions within the extcnded Chinese

family were sometimes a source of problems for the elderly

(Anderson, 1985; Chan, 19S3: Die & Seelbach, 1986). In hi5

study of elderly Chinese woman in Montreal, Chan (1983) found

that family relationships were often strained. The women were

found to be isolated in their children's suburban homc~~ where

communication with f<lmily members was often difficult ilnu

confrontational. They report.ed waiting lengthy pcriod:::; of time

to be taken to Chinatown to shop or to visit with friends

(Chan, 19B3). Problems of isolation and conflir.t were at times

found to be so great that the majority of womCl1 <;tudicd moved

out to live on their own, often into conditions of povcrty.

Intergenerational conflicts, differ£lnces in liF£lstylc, <lnd

value differences betwe£ln thetncclves, their <ldult children,

and their grandchildren were some of the re1lsons given for.

acquiring separate residences. Intons£l conflicts with

daughters-in-law on raising children, competition for the
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affection and attention of the son and husband, and conflict

over control and authority were cited as additional cogent

reasons for leaving. Chan (1983) concluded that Chinese

elders, living in Canada, will probably not be adequately

cared for by fami ly members in their old age.

Yu (198) investigated filial beUef and behaviour in the

Chinese-American family. One finding from that stUdy indicated

that ChinElse-Amcrican males between the ages of 18 and 35

years tended to have low belief in filial piety, as well as

low filial behaviour. While the level of belief remained about

the same in the 36 to 55 year old age group, their filial

behaviour increased. Yu attributed this change in behaviour as

the IIcn aged to their sense of tradition and obligation.

Kalish and Yuen (1971) observed \..ne erosion of the

t.r..dition of SUPPOl-t from family in the following stateRlent:

"Sul?port from family, neighbours and friends is an unknown

ent.ity, but observations of a large number of [Chinp.se]

ramBies (in the San Francisco area) indicates that there has

been serious erosion of Chinese patterns of kinship and

community" (p. 39). Wu (1975) agreed with Kalish and '{uen

(1971) that care and respect of the aged in the Chinese

culture in North America may have been a myth. He cited as an

example the fact that one of the problems faced by older

Asians has been reduced social status in the family. This

growing discrepa-;· y bet....een fi Iial piety as a belief and as a
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practice has been found to be a source of unhappiness and

distress among aging Chinese (Wu, 1975; '{u, 198)). In

contrast, Somerset and Radcliffe 119R4) in a Canadian study on

the needs of ethnic elderly, found that family care Lind

concern for the Chinese elderly has remained strong.

Some other authors have noted that care for ttw Chinese

elderly in North America may be associated with the

expectation of an inheritance (lIsu, 1967; Ilsu, 1971). Cho

(1990) observed that ;;ons were more likely to~ to care (or

their elderly parents in their homes if their pnTcnts were

wealthy. He also noted that some sons. who rcec i vcd no

financial reward from their parents provided qual ity care.

Ujimoto (1987) urged further stUdy to investigute

intergenerational relationships among Asian [ami I ies. lie

suggested that the dependency and reciprocal rclation3hipo

which have been the traditional Asian model arc not as common

in Canada where the emphasis is on independence and

individualism. Lee (1987) noted that dUG to the expectation o[

being cared for by fami ly I Asian elder:::; may have viewed

institutionalization as "abandonment."

Influence of Language Ability on 1\djustment

A report from the Canadian Task Force on l1ental Health

Issues Affecting Immigrants and Refugees (1988) indicated that
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"without language, one can neve~ truly enter a culture"

(p.23). A number of researchers agreed that difficulties with

language AlI;ongst the ethnic elderly presented a significant

barrier to "outgroup relationships· (Lock, 1990; McCallu.'

Shadbolt, 1989; Naidoo, 1985, p. 3). Life f>atisfaction,

utilization of services and adequate health care ....ere also

found to be affected by language ability (Goodwin, 1988;

McCallum & Shadbolt, 1989). Lack of language skills, along

with uprootedness, were believed to be the two issues which

c<lused the most emotional distress for the ethnic elderly

(Guttmann, 1987).

In a cross sectional study of Australians ""ho were 60+

years and from tour different ethnic groups, McCallum and

Shadbolt (1989) found that lack of English language skills

seemC!d to create stress for ainority elderly. These authors

examined the relationship between language proficiency and the

stress process in old age. The subjects included mainstream

Australians, British immigrants, non-British immigrants who

were prOficient in English, and non-British immigrants who

were not so proficient. There were two conclusions: 1) ethnic

cIders with poor EngliSh were forced to depend mainly on

family, ilnd 2) "difference from mainstream culture and

language predicted greater psychological distress in old age"

(p.S95) .
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Driedger and Chappell (1987) noted the contribution of

lanquage to self and IJthnic group identity. These authora

stated that many groups of ethnics used the mother tongue as

a resistance to ethnic assimilation. These groups seemed to

feel that if language waned, assimilation and loss or ethnic

identity, as well as the values and belicfs that accompanied

it, would not be far behind.

Language 1\.bility and the Chinese Elderly

Inabili ty to use the English language has caused il number

of problems for Chinese e1derly who immigrated in old age. Wu

(1975) reported the following:

They could not read labels, street siqns,

newspapers, or names of stores where they did their

shopping. They could not carryon <l simple

conversation with their neighbours, apiH-tftlent

managers, people in the stores or ask for

information from the bus drivers. Many were u[r,1id

to go out alone because they could not tell their

home address and ~Jere afraid they would not nnd

their way home. Indeed they felt themselves

imprisoned and considered themselves deaf, dumb,

blind or crippled by their language prohlem

(p.272) •
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In addition, some Chinese elders were observed to have less

than grade school education, and lacked the skills,

experience, and knowledge to successfully cope with life in a

modern society (Bengtson et al., 1975: Cheng, 1978: Driedger

& Chappell, 1987; Kalish & Moriwaki, 1973; Wiley, 1986; Wu,

1975) •

Older Asians in Canada were found to experience extreme

iGolation even though they were living in an extended family

(Chan, 1983; Naidoo, 1985). Language barriers along with

transportation problems, economic restraints, and culture

shock may have <llienated the Chinese elderly from the

mainstream of Canadian society. This situation renders them

vulncrilble to complete dependence on their immediate families

for socialization needs as well as for the most basic needs

such as food and shelter (Auger, 1990: Canadian Task Force,

1988: Coombs, 1986; Lee, 1967: Somerset & Radcliffe, 1984;

Wong, 1980).

Meaning and: Potential Health Consequences Associated

With Care Receiving

/I. search of the literature revealed only one stUdy which

was based on the perspective of the care receiver. Parsons and

colleagues (1989) conducted an exploratory study involving 33
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elders from three groups (black, white, and hispanic). They

examined three components of intergcncrational carcgiving

(satisfaction, affection, and communication) from the elders'

perspective. The sUbjects were asked open-ended questions on

their general attitudes about their care receiving situation.

Among other findings, this study found that elders were

fearfUl of being a burden and hid their feelings from their

caregivers. Clark. and Anderson (1967) found simiLar resultG.

Arling (1976), in a study of white widows, investigated the

effects on morale of involvement with family ilS compared to

involvement with friends and ~lei9hbours. Arllng found th,lt

even though there was mutual concern between p.1rent and ch i lu,

empathy with one another and genuine Shill:' inq of exper. ience:;

was difficult for them. One of the conclusions reached by

Parsons and colleagues (1989) was that "the need (or

counselling of elders ar'::lund feelings i1bout bei ng dependent

upon families may be the most important need identified" (p.

191·

Chinese elders in care receiving situations may elect to

hide their feelings from their care givet"s and may be in nctld

of counsell lng, A cultura 1 taboo aga i nst excessive expression

of emotions may compound the situation (Lee, 19H6; Lin & Lin,

1978; Tseng, 1975; Yeh, 1972).
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Loneliness and Isolation

Isolation is de~cribed by Rathbone-McCuan and Hashim!

(1982) as "a process in which individuals lose their sense of

personal integrity or connection with other social resources"

(p.169). Social and emotional isolation have been described as

two separate conceptlO. Social isolation refers to actual

interactions with other persons and the existence or the lack

of social relationships (House & Kahn, 1985). Em~tional

isolation refers to the lack of a confidante or someone with

whom the person feels emotionally int;.mate (Chappell &- Badger,

1989). This second type of isolation may have been more akin

to tho concept of loneliness as described by Ebersole and Hess

(1990). Baing lonely was differentiated by 1:;lj~"sole & Hess

(1990) from "being alone" (p.492). Being alone was defined as

a comfortable state of being apart from others while

loneliness was described as an affective state involving

negative feelings such as longing or feelings of emptiness.

Four causes of isolation were identified by Rathbone

McCuan and Hashimi (19B2). The first cause was physical

isolators inclUding lack of transportation, inability to speak

English, and illiteracy in their own language. The limitation

of language was found to cause people to depend mainly on

family who were in close proximity and who shared the same

language. Those proficient in English were found to be able to
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extend their contacts beyond their family to neighbours and

friends. McCallum and Shadb~- t jl9S9) in their study 011 the

stress process in old age found that Elxtent of difference from

mainstream culture and language predicted greater

psychological distress in old age. Watson (1990) ilnd Wu (197~)

explained that communication problems between parents and

adult children or grandchildren may also have contributed to

isolation. The elder may speak almost no Enqlish, while their

children and, in particular, grandchildren milY spoilk almost no

Chinese. Without language to communicate beliefs, v"lucs and

attitudes isolation of the older generation may be acute

(Watson, 1990).

The second cause of isolation was the psychological

isolators such as uncertainty, suspicion, depression amI

timidity (Rathbone-McCuan & Hashimi, 1982). Bec<lusc of their

heavy reliance on resources within the family, the Chlne!Jc

have tended to remain CUlturally isolated and to reta in a

social distance from society (Chan, 1983; Driedger & Chappell,

1987; Hoe, 1979; Lee, 1987; Lin & Lin, 1978; "ham, 1986;

Spector, 1985; Wu, 1975). Cheng (1978) stated that a::;zi5tance

from professionals and institutions is a

relatively new concept to elderly Chincse. Ona of the fintlinqs

by Cheng was that 24 percent of the sample of 628 elderly

Chinese distrusted western medicine.
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Lack of financial ability has baen noted to create the

third major isolator. Lowered income may have interfered with

social interaction (Dowd, 1975). The inability to pay for

social activities or transportation may have seriously

hampered the development and maintenance of social contacts.

Finally, social isolators such as change in family and

....ork roles were considered. The American Association of

Retired Persons (MRP) (1990) identified a difficulty in

reaching the elderly from minority groups because they seemed

to be isolated in their homes. Many minority elderly,

including Asian elderly, were noted to plaC'~ the needs of

their family above their own personal needs, thus increasing

their isolation. For example, they stayed at home to care for

gr-andchildren so that younger family menlbers could work

outside the home.

Several authors have studied the relationship between the

lack of social interaction and personal morale. Absel".ce of a

confidante was found by Chappell and Badger (1989) to be

highly related to lower life satisfaction, feelings of

unhappiness, and the perception that one's income was

inadequate. Slau (1973) found that loss of contact with others

was related to a decrease in self image. Roberto and Scott

(1986) observed that friendships were important to the

psychological and social well-being of older adults. These

authors found that because relationships are based on mutual
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need and maintained by choice with people considered to be

equals, friendships were important in helping to maintain a

sense of self-esteem and usefulness. In her essay on

friendships, Hess (1972) stated that friendships offered an

important substitute at a time of loss of central life roles.

The cohort aspect of friendships was a Iso found to be

important. Because cohort friends usually share the s.1mc

history and are status equals, more case and understanding

exists in the relationship than with others who may be more

dissimilar in age and experience (Hess, 1972). Chan (1983)

found that elderly Chinese women entertained friends in their

home and went out to visit with friends at least once pel. week

when they had the opportunity. They also went to religious

services on a weekly basis.

Furthermore, isolation may reduce the level of social

support necessary for the well-being of individuals. 'I'he

literature on social support has referrf'd to supportive

interactions between individuals including interact:ons with

family members and networks of friends and others (Norbeck.

1981). AdUlts with adequate supportive relationShips arc

believed to feel less vulnerable and helpless and to engage in

more risk taking behaviour (Kalish & KnUdtson, 1976). SocIal

support has been found by some authors to provide protection

from mental lIInd physical illness, especially during stressful

life events (Kuo & Tsai, 1986; Thompson, 198'1). Loss of SllCh
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support is believed to predispose the individual to feelings

of vulnerability and eve.,tual illness (Ca!O'sel, 1976). There

may be an additional hardship associated with the absence of

friendships. Rook (1987) found that there may be a stigma

associated with the absence of companionship.

Of particular relevance to the Chinese elderly in this

study is the finding by McCallum and Shadbolt (1989) that

ethnic cIders have a greater need than those from the

mainstream culture to organize social networks in order to

avoid psychological distress. Eld2rly Chinese in care

receiving situations may suffer loneliness and isolation and

therefore be at increased risk for illness and feelings of

helplessness.

l!9ing and Power Resources

Further:- literature relevant to this study is that on

social exchange and equity theories. The central concept of

social E!xchange theory is the idea of "power" (Oowd, 1975).

social exchange theory ,-,xamines causes and consequences of the

disildvantaged power position of older people which leaves them

dependent on, or indebted to, oth.ers. Dowd (1975) proposed

that such. unequal exchanges x"efleeted a decline in power

rcsourcct:: associated with aging which leads to increased

difficUlty in maintaining balanced exchange relationships.
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There were several definitions of power resour..:cs. They

broadly be described as anything that one partnor perceives as

rewarding and "which consequently renders him susceptible to

social influence" (Dowd, 1975, p. 590).

Dowd (1975) further theorized that disengagement is used

by the elderly ,.is a power exchange. Older people have

disengaged, not because they wanted to, but because society or

the family has had the power advantage and has placed pressure

on them to do so. The greater their power resources (good

health, self-esteem, money, property, etc.) hiwe been; the

less pressure there has been for them to disengage.

Nevertheless, the costs in terms of self-esteem ilnd

compliance, eventually become too high and the elder

disengages from society (Dowd, 1975), Hsu's (196'/) descriptive

study of 1000 households in a small semi-rural town in

southwest China supported this theory, He found that many old

people in China became resigned in their attitude and avoided

active participation in life, This withdrawal behaviour or

disengagement, was noted to be more evident among aged parents

who no longer held much authority within the family (ll~u,

1967), some authors argued that disengagement in aging has

been cammon to all societies and differs only in pattern and

in how it has been initiated (Cumming I;, HC'nry, 1961). tn

western culture, the elderly have been thouqht to desire

continuous involvement until withdrawal is forced upon them,
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In eastern cultures, where the elderly have been thought to be

valued for their .... isdom, the aged person may initiate the

disengagement process (cumming & Henry, 1961).

Egu! ty theory has been based on perceptions of justice

and has suggested that people who find themselves

participating in unequal relationships become distressed

(McCulloch, 1990; Walster, Walster & Bercheld, 1978). Findings

(rom stUdies on North American elderly on the effects of

intergenerational exchange have suggested that older parents

who have received more aid than they gave have experienced the

situation as a loss. The inability to reciprocate in

relationships has been found to undermine the older adult's

sense of independence and self-worth. Furthermore, over

benefiting was perceived to violate the cultural norm of

independence (MCCUlloch, 1990; Mutran & Reitzes, 1984; Roberto

(, Scott, 1986). Fischer (1981) asserted that shifts in adult

child relationships were relatively more satisfying when they

involved st.atus equals who were independent from each other.

Stoller (1985) studied 753 non-institutionalized, White,

North American elderly to investigate exchange patterns in

informal networks of the elderly and the impact of reciprocity

on morale. Findings indicated that most older persons who

received help tried to reciprocate in some way. This stUdy

indicated that the inability to reciprocate had greater

significant impact on morale than did the need for assistance.
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Inability to reciprocate w-as identif led by RobQrto dnd

Scott (1986) as an explanation for feelings of anger expressed

by individuals who perceived themselves as receiving more than

they were able to give. In addition, equal assistance among

friends was found to be significantly related to well-being

and morale. Older women who perceived their friendships

equi table reported higher morale and fewer fcc ~ i 11'15 U r

loneliness (Roberto & Scott, 1986)

Not all research supported the above findinCJ~. Tn a stUdy

of 403 North American adults over the age of 60 YC;lrs, Lee <lnu

Ellithorpe (1982) found no significant relationship between

positive morale of the elderly parent and either <lid rcccivcu

from children or aid given to children.

In general, a number of los!:;es associated witn aging in

relation to power resources have buen identi f ic<.l (Cho, 1')')0 i

Kalish & Moriwaki, 1973). Blau (1964) stilted th<lt il!3 the

elders' power resources declined, the (ami Iy no lonqcr fJilve

them the same respect, looked to them for i1pproval, or a~>kod

for advice on important decisions. Beckingh<:lm and Bilumilnn

(1990) argued that it was important for the elderly to rctil in

status and meaningful roles within the family. 'I'hey il~:::el te(]

that the elderly family member must be given the opportunity

to participate "to the maximum extent in every decision that

involves his or her physical, social, and emotional well

being" (p. 786). These authors further explained thrtt
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exclusion from the dQcision making process may become

additional area of loss for the elderly person and may have

negative psychological effects on the aged individual.

~i1-.nin.gful Roles and Relationships

Comi ng to a nl!W country and moving in with children who

a:'o already established may lead to the loss of a meaningful

role for the elder (Cho, 1990; Naidoa, 1985; Rathbone-McCuan

& Ilashimi, 1982; Scharlach, 1989). Phipps (1979) noted that a

role in the famIly has frequently defined the tasks assigned

to an individual. To a cc!"t.ain degree, roles have also

determined relationships and status within the family. Naidoo

(1985) found that elderly women were more likely to have a

meaningrul role in the home of their children than elderly

men. '1'his may have been because there are fewer traditional

mule activities in an urban home; whereas, the services of

elderly women arc useful for babysitting, cooking, and house

'leaning (Naidoo, 1985).

\~hen the elderly experienced Cl diminished role in the

f<lmi ly through exclusion from meaningful activity, they were

found to experience -lowered fJelf-esteem and a perceived or

rc,d redvction in social stCltus within the family (Bengtson et

al., 1975; Naidoo, 1985; Scharlach, 1989). Wu (1975) noted

thnt elderly Chinese in North America were upset when, in
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status wichin the family to be lowered to one of 1e11S

importance than that of their grandchildren.

Parsons and colleagues (1989), in the study or elderly

blacks, whites, and hispanics, found that the elders felt 110

sense of contribution to the household, They noted, "Neither

elders nor their younger families seem to know how to develop

satisfying mul tigenerational household rolc!: <:lila

relationships" (p, 18). These authors sllCjgestcd thilt [llmi lies

require assistance in recognizing the need to allow elden~ the

opportunity to be interdependent by contr i but i n'J to the

household in some way, They suggested thIs would (jive the

elder a supportive role and case the i r feel i n(J5 or he i nq il

burden,

Clark and Anderson (1967) defined six needs that must be

satisfied in old age if the elderly ilre to maintilin good

mental health, Two of those needs seemed to be relevant to

this study: the need to be! fully involved in l.ife Dnd the need

to have satisfying relationships with others, 'I'hree rurther

studies supported the importance of these two nced!:. J n i}

study of 120 elderly white subjects, Rook (1'JB7) found ttlilt

relationships in which there was conflict hild <I moce pO~lCrrul

effect on well-being than I.lhl agrceilblc, r;upportive

relationships. Tilden and Gaylen (198'1) noted thi.lt a

significant amount of stress cy.pcrienced in duily 1 ire
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resulted [rolll interpersonal relat:ionships. Miller (1991), in

a study of the factors promoting wellness in older persons,

concluded that health promotion amongst elders must include

encouragement to rOlla in both physically and intellectually

involved and to maintain positive relationships with family

and cohorts.

I "dependence / Dependence

In order to have a sense of personal independence,

individuals must have a feeling of being in control of their

li fe and be able to make some choices over the affairs

affecting their life. A considerable body of literature

supported the adverse effects of absence of control on health

and well-being. Fuller (1978), in a study of nursing home

residents, found that perceived choice and opportunity to be

involved in decision making was important to increased morale

and was predictive of well-being. Findings by Ziegler and Reid

(197CJ) supported Fuller's results. They found that haVing

control was significantly correlated with life satisfaction

and self concept. Seligman's (1975) work further illustrated

th<"t serious health consequences, even death, may result trom

extreme feelings or loss or control.

Treas (1977) explained that different economic times,

changing values, and the availability of social programs
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need be totally dependent on each other. 1'his author anJued

that the elderly neither held the same finuncii\l influence

over their offspring nor were they in a position of complete

dependence on them for financial support in times at' need.

Treas (1977) further argued that ....hen the ilCJed ....ere

financially independent, kin were able to exert loss influence

over them.

Cho (l990) noted that such (reedom (rom economic

dependence may not be available to thl:! Ch,inese wllo hilve

arrived in North America late in life, 'rhey havo often had

little money of their own and for a vae iety of reilsons were

not eligible to receive assistance from government. Several

authors noted that in their younger yoars in North IImo/'ied

many ChinCi!~;c elderly worked in menial jobs that provided no

social security benefits. In addition, many immirJrants sent

any extra money home to China to fulfil their filiul rolo. ~'or

some this has meant that they are dependent on younrJer family

members in their old age (Cho, 1990; Ka1bh (" Yuen, 19'Jl; Wu,

1975) .

Many elders, inclUding lis ian elders, wore found to pre[cr

independent living which included living alone or .... ith a

spouse (National Advisory Council on Aging, 199Jb; ShiJnao,

1977; sugiman & Nishio, 1983; Wister, 1985; Wu, 1'J75). There

were several reasons for this preference, inclul,.ljnrJ tho
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western norm of independence, the desire for privacy,

intergenerational conflicts, and differences in lifestyle

(Chan, 1983; Hayter, 1981; Shanas, 1977; Ujimoto, 1987; 'iu,

1983). In h;'s dis<..:ussion paper, Wu (1975) noted "the elderly

who had experienced living with their children opposed living

together" (p. 274). Chan (1983) found that elderly Chinese

women perceived their self-identity to be at stake when living

with their families and opted for independence in order to

safeguard it.

North American families were observed to make the

decision to live together only when there was no alternative

or when the alternatives were unacceptable. Living together

was a situation which both parties could or expected to find

stressful. Neither the elderly nor their families chose to do

so as il first choice (Clark & Anderson, 1967; 5ugiman &

Nishio, 1983; Shanas, 1977; Wister, 1985). In addition, those

ethnic and Caucasian elders who did express a desire to live

with fami ly did so mainly for reasons of companionship or

health. Ilowever, even this group indicated they would not wish

to live together unless their offspring found the arrangement

acceptable both psychOlogically and financially (Clark &

Anderson, 1967; 5ugiman & Nishio, 1983).

Treas (1977) found that when a health crisis occurred the

initial response of ethnic elderly couples was to try to care

for themselves and to maintain independence in the face of
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supports were found to be used by married elders only when the

capacity of either or both partn~rs failed significantly.

Kalish and Yuen (1971) noted that in 11 situi'ltion or

dependency, strong feelings of independence milY have

interfered with the self-esteem of the Asian elder. MacLciln

and Bonar (1983) observed that the tendency by some ethnic

elders to rely on himself/hersolf or his/her maritzl1 pilrtner

partially evolved from their newly acquired belief "thi'lt aide"

people ShClUld not be a burden to their children" (p. 14). In

addition, older Asian Americans found it difficult to usk for

help from professionals. Such help was considerelJ a rc!"]uest

for charity and it was noted that older Asians would "~·alrrer

great hardship rather than lose face" by ilSK i nf] for he lp from

instit.utions (Kalish & Yuen, 1971, p. 41\).

In a descriptive study investigating the influence of aCJe

on illness perception, Keller, Leventhal, [lroha:::kil and

Leventhal (1989) found that becaUSe! of the threilt that they

may never return to their pre-illness stilte, the on::;ct of

illness in late life was perceived by the elderly as a miljor

life crisis. Beckingham and Baumann (1990) al~o noted acute

concern by the elderly that a health crisis may heraid c.:hanCjen

to their life in the form of loss or independence. 'J'hene

authors suggested that the elderly were additionally concerned
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about the possibility of becoming an added responsibility on

the family member who was likely to become the caregiver.

Research by Clark and Anderson (1967) provided further

support for these findings. They found that elderly parents

had several goals including independence and adequate personal

resources. These authors cited eight sources of low morale;

the most important was dependency. Also included as sources of

low morale were boredom, loneliness, and loss of prestige.

Gatz, Bengtson, and Blum (1990) quoted the distress voiced by

one elderly care recipient, "My family do a lot of things for

me that I can do for myself. .. I don't like it ..... I think

it bothers me because I have always been so independent"

(p. 417).

Embedded in the concern about independence/dependence is

the issue of privacy. In his study, Wister (1985) found that

independent living W.lS a strong preference for the elderly

because of the privacy and freedom of choice it provided.

Older persons in Wister's study (1985) were found to view the

opportunjty to be in control of their own lives and to make

Choices, without outside interference as very important. Such

findings may have indicated that the elderly prized their

independence and privacy and were unwilling to relinquish it

except in the face of dire necessity (Wister, 1985). Hayter

(1981) commented that people have tended to feel more relaxed

and secure in their own living space, perhaps because having
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one's own place implies choice and provides privacy, security,

autonomy, .::tnd greater self-identity. Michael, f'uchs, and Scott

(1980) found the level of income to be a positive indicator of

living alone. These authors viewed this finding as "a

reflection of an economic demand for privacy" (p. (0). Hayter

(1981), however, noted that the importance of privacy and the

autonomy it provides has not been adequately recognized in the

literature.

Summary

The literature reflected the importan,.,c or the role ,!;,

parents and adult children in each others' lives. Ilowever,

living together did not appear to be a preferred choicc for

either the aged parent or their adult children. The literature

suggested that this was trUG for Asian cIders as wull.

The traditional philosophical and religious tcachinqs of

the Chinese who began to immigrate more than a century aqo

have continued to have a signi ficant impact on the va lues,

attitudes, and behaviours of the average Chinese canadian,

both young and old (Lee, 1986). Filial piety, with its long

and powerful history, appears to have continued to be an

influence on the values, if not the actions, of both the

elderly and their adult children. Kalish and 11orh/ah.i (197J)
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de:scribed the problem when they observed that elderly Asians

have becn in a dilemma.

On the one hand, the}' recognize and at least to

some extent accept the values of their adopted

homeland that being a burden to children is bad,

that having the privacy and independence of ane's

home is good, that education of the

grandchildren should not be sacrificed for the care

of grandparents. On the other hand, they recall

their early learning that the old person is

entitled not only to financial support, but. to

personal care, to virtual devotion. Although they

themselves had usually escaped the demands of

filial piety, they have not escaped the acceptance

of its importance (Kalish Ii< Moriwaki, 1973, p. 201-

202) .

These conflicting values have likely presented a problem for

a<)ing Chinese Canadians in care receiving situations. Their

difficulties may have gone unnoticed due to cultural taboos

about dis<::llssing problems outside of the family. Such CUltural

traditions, along with economic dependency, isolation,

language difficulties, and transportation problems, as well as

lack of familiarity with bureaucratic structures in this
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older Asians have been somewhat invisible and unlikely to be

politically effec~ive in getting their health care needs met.

The perspective of ChinesL elders in care receiving

situations and factors that have influenced his/hcr well-being

have not been addressed by the research community. Hecognitlon

of declining ability to do for oneself can be a stressful

experience for older adults. The paucity of information as

well as the absence of theory development around t.he spcci Fic

concept of care receiving has indicated the need [or

qualitative investigation into the concept. Future r.c~eilrch

needs to reflect increased concern for potential psycholoq iCill

and physical effects of the care receiving situation on the

growing number of Chinese elders and their desire to maintain

personal autonomy. Such research could provide better

information to service suppliers and lead to the provision o[

appropriate and necessary services.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHOD

Design

An exploratory descriptive design was used for this

qualitative research study. This approach was consistent with

the nature of the research questions which were intended to

explore and discover attitudes about the meaning and potential

health consequences of the care receiving situation from the

perspective of the elderly Chinese care receiver.

An interview schedule using open ended and semi

structured questions (Appendix B) • designed by the

investigator, was used to conduct face to face, aUdiotaped

interviews. The schedule was usC!d so that areas shaped by the

research questions were addressed in each interview. It

included J7 questions. Questions 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 17, 18, 194,

20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 34, 35, and 36, were intended to explore

rcscarch question one, collecting data about the potential

psychological, social and physical consequences to the Chinese

elderly of living with and requirlng care from their adult

children. Question:; 14, 28, 29, 31, and 33 addressed research

question two, regarding the desire to reciprocate for care

received. Questions 3, 8, 10, 13, 16, 25, ?t;;, and 27, ware
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included to investigate research question three, conccrninq

roles and relationships within the family in the care

receiving situation. Finally, questions 4, 9, 15, 30, and 32

were intended to gather information t"cgard inC) rcsC!arch

question number four on feel Ings an~ attitudes of the Ch i nc~c

elderly toward requiring care from their adult children. Open

ended questions were used to help focus the rcspomlcnt· s

thoughts and to allow freedom of e)(prcssion. l'r:-obcs ilnd cxtr;l

questions were used to gain more information on fl topic UntIe'"

discussion and to encourage full expression by the rc~pondcnt

(Berg, 1989).

11. personal data questionnaire (Append ix C) waG used to

collect demographic and other background data. Initially ••,

pilot study was carried out involving four Chinese chJcr~.

Fellowing the pilot study. lIlinor changes ware made to the

questions. six additional Chinese elders than

interviewed. Data from all ten interviews werC!: included in the

stUdy.

The data collected was solely dependent on the "toel r~

reporting" of the respondents. Most re~enrch in this acea ha5

involved caregivers as sources of information; therefore, it

was considered important to obtain in-depth dOl til which

explored and described the perspective of the elderly Cilre

receiver.
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The Popula tion

The target population was first generation elderly

Chinese immigrants who resided in the st. John's,

Newfoundland. Chinese elderly were chosen because the Chinese

are one f)f the most populous visible minority groups in

Newfoundland with 58% of the total Chinese population residing

in St. John's (Statistics Canada, 1993).

Recognizing that being "old" is a sUbjective concept

defined by both culture and health (Clark & Anderson, 1967;

Coombs, 1986), age 60 years or older was defined as one of the

criteria Eor inclusion in the study. Additional criteria were

that respondents be first generation Chinese, and that they

lived with their adult children.

Sample

The sample was a non-probability, convenience sample

selected from the accessible Chinese popUlation. Data

saturation and accessibili ty were the main factors determining

f\amplc size.

When a potential respondent was identified through one of

the available sources, a phone call made by the

interpreter to explain the research and to gain the
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respondent's cooperation and involvement in the study. If

agreement to participate in the study was reached, a time WilS

set for the interview.

Ten Chinese elderly were interviewed for this study. f\

total of 40 names were obtained through a variety o[ sources,

includir,g a Chinese church, people known to the interpreters,

the Chinese Association of Newfoundland and Labrador, and one

well-known and highly respected Chinese elder. Seventeen of

the 40 potential respondents agreed to be illterviewed. 'I'en of

these 17 met the criteria and were included in the study. The

remaining 7 were excluded, because they (6) awned their own

home and had c'hildren living with them, or he/she (1)

still working.

Of the respondents included in the study, three werc

personally contacted through a local church. six werc located

through persons who had connections in the Chil,cse community

and one was found through a list of names provided by the

Chinese Association of Newfoundland and Labrador.

Of the remaining 23 potentiClI respondents, 6 werc

appropriate for the study but elected not to participate. Five

others were also appropriate but the families communicated

that their parent was not interested in pClrticipating. The

most common reason given by both elders and their adult

children was that they did not feel comfortable talking to <l
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stranger. T .....elve of the contacts were not appropriate or did

not meet the criteria.

Data Collection

Data was collected using face to face aUdio-taped

interviews. It was transcribed ward for word, on the same day.

'I'he majority of interviews were one to two hours in length,

but the! data for two interviews were collected over two

sessions. The questions were asked in English and translated

into Chinese by an interpreter. Answers by the respondents

were immediately translated into English. Data collection was

completed over a period of approximately three months. FC"~r

interviews took plar::e during the winter and six in late spring

and early summer. A personal log book in \oJhich analytic memos

dc~cribing observations, key points, creative thoughts and

ideas were documented, was kept by the investigator. These

rt"ocess notes recorded in detail the behaviours and

interactions of the respondents, the interpreters and the

researcher. In addition, the notes included data about the

process of decision-milking, the general progress of each

interview and of the study as a whole. This log was intended

to be used during the analytic process to verify data from the

transcripts and aUdiotaped interviews. Entries were completed
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omissions due to memory lapses and to capture the spontaneolls

reactions of the interviewer.

The following section discusses the problems encountered

during the data collection process in relation to access, the

interview, and working with interpreters.

Access to Respondents

When contact with an agency or referral person was made

several communications either personally or by telephone were

required to obtain the names of potential respondents. Orten

responses to telephone contacts were pol i te but not Drec i r i.e.

No names were provided but indication was given th,~t

assistance and referrals would be forthcoming. Several follow

up calls from the researcher were often made before a specific

response was offered.

Once a potential respondent was identi.ri.cd, acccDsing

them was challenging and took considerable time, ·persistence,

and planning. Chinese elders and their familic5 were found to

be somewhat sequestered and resistant to intrusion by an

outsider. At times this seemed to include "outsidc['~" within

their own culture. They appeared to warmly accept individu<lls

from their home province in China and those who spo!':.c the Game

dialect but to be cautious in the presence of those from other
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areas in China, especially if they spoke another dialect. The

Chinese appear to identify strongly with their countrymen, and

idonti £y themselves first by their village and then by their

province (Cheng, 1978).

Obtaining agreement from the elderly or their families to

participate in the study required further sensitivity.

Individuals or their adult children had to be contacted by

phone and appointments made. If the elderly themselves were

contacted, language barr lars, and. what appeared to be the

timidity of the Chinese elderly, made it difficult to

determine, prior to the interview, whether potential

respondents were appropriate.

If it was not possible to make direct contact with the

elders, agreement by the adult children, Who seemed to be

protective of their parent(s), had to be obtained. The adult

children tended to respond in one of two ways. In the first

instance, they immediately said "No, my mother/father would

not be interested in talking to you. They are very private and

don't like talking to strangers", or second, they would

indicate the need to discuss it with their parent before

giving <In answer. Frequently, nothing more was heard until a

follow-up visit or phone call was made by the researcher. The

fact that return phone calls were seldom received was possibly

an example of the deferment strategies which the literature
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avoiding a direct negative response (Bond & ~lwang, 1986).

Once the adult children agreed to have their parent(s)

participate, most of the elders readily gave their consent.

Agreement by the adult children (on behalf of the cIder), or

by the elder him/herself was found to be better: a) if initial

contact was made by someone known to them in the Chinese

community; b) if the initial contact was followed up by an

interpreter who spOKe their diillecti c) if face-ta-fileD

contact was made rather than contact by to lephone; i.Jnd d) if

a Chinese person was present, whether or not an interpreter

was needed, when initial contact was made. Being accompanied

by a Chinese person appeared to present the researcher as less

of an "outsider". The likelihood of agreement to pilrticipnte

was enhanced to an even greo!lter degree if the accompanying

person spoke the same dialect and Wo!lS from the:! 5;Jmc vi lli:HJc or

province as that of the respondent.

The Interviews

Nine of the ten interviews were carried out in the home:::;

of the respondents' adult children. At the son's request, the

tenth interview was conducted in his ploce of businm:s which

was attached to their residenclL During the initiol phone

call, it was suggested that privacy for the interview would be
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helpful in order to avoid interruptions and distractions.

How&'/cr, once in the homes of the elderly Chinese, it was

often difficult to carry out the interview in complete

privacy. The protective attitude of the adult children toward

their parents continued even after an interview was granted.

family members were present for the entire interview in three

cases and were in the vicinity of the interview area or WEre

present for portions of the intervj.ew in five cases. Every

attempt was made to avoid having fa.':\ily members present during

interviews because evidence in the literature has suggested

that information provided by subjects in the presence of

family members may be altered (Faust & Drickey. 1986; Lincoln

& Guba, 1985; Sharpe, 1992). However, complete privacy was

obt<lincd in only two situations. This fact may have affected

the quality of the data obtained.

The interviews were intense, in depth sessions. The

purpose was to gain a detailed description, in their

words, of the respondents' view of their situation. Interviews

beg<ln with open ended questions from the interview schedule.

Oil'action for furth€:r probing (Berg, 1989) was taken from the

replies of the respondents. Face to face interviews were found

to be effective because they permitted the investigator to

adapt questioning to a variety of personal and environmental

cues, for exan(ole, in order to gain a greater understanding of

meanings, unusual and atypical responses, such as "I am one
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and they are the other", or "when I am unhappy and when I weep

and cry, I want to have time alone". were explored as thQY

occurred. At times respondents f statements were summarized

and reflected back to h1m/her for Clarification, correction,

and expansion (Lincoln & Cuba, 1985).

Eight of the ten interviews .....ere conducted in Chjnc~c

with an interpreter present. Two of the Intcrvicw~~ were

conducted in English with no Chinese person, ot.her than the

respondent present. At the homes of the respondents, very warm

receptions were usually offered to both the i.nterviewer and

the interpreter. Eight of the ten respondents showed

hospi tality in offering refreshments to the rcsci.l rchar <lnd the

interpreter and by inviting them to visit again. Cheng (1978)

identified this custom of offering homemade (ood and

invitations to visit again as their "t:'hineseness" (p. 271). A

choice of drink was usua ll.y of fered, ami approva I .....ilS

demonstrated by the respondent when a preference (or Chinese

tea was indicated by the researcher and int~rpretcr. 'I'he

warmth of the respondents appeared to contr<ldict the evidence

in much of the literature which suggests that the Chi nesc arc

an emotionally reserved people (Lee, 1986; Lin & Lin, 1978j

Tseng, 1975)
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~ng with Interpreters

An experienced interpreter who is competent in both

languages and has positive interpersonal skills is an

immeasurable asset to a cross cultural stUdy such as this one.

Because of the important role of the interpreter, discussion

of some of the issues related to use of interpreters is

relevant.

The questionnaire was g1 ven to the interpreters at least

two days in advance to allow them to familiarize themselves

with the questions. This also gave them the opportunity to

identify any queries they might have and to pinpoint

anticipated difficulty in translating certain terms and

phrases. Briefing sessions of one to one and one half hours

were then held with each interpreter. These sessions were

necessary for a number of reasons. First, to allow the

interpreter and researcher to develop a working relationship

that involved trust and respect (Faust & Drickey, 1986;

Gl;)sser, 1983). S cond, the interpreter needed the opportuni ty

to raise questions about the questionnaire and to address any

discomfort he/she might feel with the questions. Discomfort

felt by the interpreter had to be addressed prior to the

interviews so that it would not interfere with the responses

of the participants. Finally, the briefing sessions were

necessary to standard ize the translation of the questions
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among interpreters. As a result of these brief 1ng sessions,

phrasing of questions which would be more acceptable to the

Chinese people. but Which did not change the meaning, were

occasionally suggested by the interl,roters.

Another issue discussed during briefing sessions was the

interview process itself. It important for the

interpreters be aware of certain communication skills nnd of

the effect of interruptions on the respondent's flow of

thought (Glasser, 1983). It was tempting fot:" interpreters to

add their own questions. or to try to lighten up the

conversation. The effect of this on the flow of the intc["vicw

was discussed. Interpreters were also coached to trnnslatc

everything that was said by the researcher or the rcspondent

(Glasser, 1983; Grasska & McFarland, 1982).

Interpreters were reminded of the importance of

translating during the informal time which occurred before

and/or after interviews in eight of the ten situations,

Translation during this time was important for two reasons;

first, valuable information was often sharcd durinq those

conversations, for example, one respondent shared that a much

coveted trip to China with friends was curtailed becau!>c she

was reqUired to IItake care of the house", Second, theee

informal times were cruda 1 to building rapport between the

researcher and the respondent.
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Discussion of communication techniques helped t'~e

interpreters to understand that reflective, empathetic, or

paraphrased responses were a planned part of the interview

process and were intended to encourage further disclosure and

to build rapport between the researcher and the respondent. It

also ensured that these comments would be included in the

interview process (Glasser, 1983).

In addition, it was important to be aware ot

misconceptions and stereotypes that may be held by the

interpreters. Three of the interpreters involved in this study

expressod the belief that all old Chinese people, in their

later years, want to withdraw from active involvement in life.

One of the interpreters said: "I think, in Cana,1a, people who

ilre old k.eep learning, not like Chinese old peot'le, they give

up everything". Two of the respondents indicated their be] ief

that Chinese people are not affectionate and do not talk about

emotions. One said "they will give you "flat answers"; they

"will not talk: about their emotions". The Chinese in this

stUdy, as with any other cultural group, ...ere not homogeneous.

Some did not appear to portray affection; others did. Some did

not appear to share their feelings or discuss emotional

issues. Others did, in some cases indirectly, and, in other

cases openly and in detail.

Debriefing sessions with interpreters were held following

each interview. They were necessary to discuss problems or
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questions that arose during the interviews. They were also

necessary because the intervlews sOlletilllcs appeared to have a

personal impact on the interpreter. One interpreter related

her experience that "not many people from Hong Kong sponsor

their parents to come over (to Canada) because they k'lOW the

problems. It was her belief that some adult children immigrate

and try to cut off ties with their parents. 'l'he interviews

appeared to cause her serious thought about her own situation.

She decided that she would not likely sponsor her parents, If

she married and remained here, because of the many problems

the elders might face. Another interpreter having thou9ht

about marrying a Canadian decided it would be prefcrilblc to

marry a Chinese person and "keep the Chinese tril<litions."

The data collection process has been discussed in so.o

detail with the view that it was iln important aspect of the

study and may have influenced the information obtained (rom

the respondents.

Data Analysis

The grounded th60ry method of constilnt compar:i:3on (Gl<lscr

& strauss, 1967) was used to analyze data from tr<lnscripts and

notes from the invest igator' s log book. The t ....o ana 1ytic

procedures of making comparisons and ask inC) questions were
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used to isolate emerging concepts into themes and categories

(strauss & corbin, 1990).

Interviews were transcribed verbatim, as much as

possible, on the day of data collection to facilitate analysis

and to avoid loss of important data due to delays (Lincoln &

GUbLl, 1985). Tapes and accompanying transcripts were numbered

for ease of reference. The typed data were analyzed by

examining each discrete incident, observation, or statement.

Emerging concepts were given a name. Major themes were then

identified. Initially 14 themes emerged. Examples of the

initial themes included; need for affection, reduced

expectations, resignation, powerlessness, self denial,

happiness/unhappiness. Through asking questions ("What is

this? What does it represent"), looking for similarities, and

making comparisons these themes ....ere reduced in numb~r by

grouping related concepts (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p.63).

Some themes became categories and others remained themes

within the categories. The four categories Which emergerl were:

1) Loneliness and isolation, 2) Aging and power resources, 3)

Meaningful roles and relationships, 4) Independence/dependence.

Several measures used to maintain the validity and rigor

of the study have been mentioned throughout this chapter and



are summarized here. Discus' 'ons were held with each

interpreter prior to the interview to confirm their

understanding of the questions and to standardize approaches

and translations that were to be used in each interview. 'I'he

investigator kept a log book which described and interpretc.d

participant's behaviours and the investigators behaviours and

experiences, and Which was intended to provide a measure oC

the interviewers ability to be objective. The content of the

log book was reviewed and was found to be consistent wit.~ the

interview data. Four tapes and transcr ipts were reviewed by

the investigator's supervisor. In addition, every attempt was

made to maintain as much privacy as possible during the

interviews in order to avoid the influence of fami ly members

on the information provided.

Ethical Considerations

The proposed stUdy and semi-structured interview schedule

(Appendix B) were reviewed and approved (Appendix A) by the

Human Investigations Committee of the Health Sciences Centre.

This committee reviews ethical aspects of research proposals

submitted from nursing, medicine, pharmacy and other health

related disciplines.

At the beginning of each interview the focus of the !':tudy

was explained to each respondent. The fact that the interview
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would take about one to one and one half hours of his/her time

was also explained.

Before the interview the letter of introduction (Appendix

o & IIppendix E) and the consent form (Appendix F & Appendix

G), both of which were written in English and translated to

Chinese, ....ere presented to e,,·;h respondent. If the respondent

was unable to read either language, the letter and consent

form WOre read to them by the interpreter. All respondents,

except one, agreed to sign the consent form. The one who

re.fused gave her verbal consent to be interviewed. Three

respondents who were unable to write their name in English or

in Chinese signed with an,X. The X was accepted as indication

of their consent to participate. In a fourth case, the adult

daughter signed the form. Permission to aUdiotape the

interview was obtainp.d from nine of the ten respon.dents. Each

respon.dent was verLally reassured that all information would

be kept confidential and that they would not 1:." identified in

the final written thesis.

In addition, each respondent was informed in simple terms

that participation in the study was fully voluntary and that

they had the right to terminute participation at any time

without jeopardizing present or future care of themselves or

their families. Furthermore, respondents were informed that

they could refuse to answer any question with which they did
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not feel comfortable. They were further cncQur'aged to rcqllcst

clarification on any issue related to the study.

The responden~.s were assured thi1t the study d.id not

involve any risks to '. 'lell or their families. In additi'lll, it

was explained that, although there may be no direct benefit to

them, they may benefit from the opportun-ity to discuss their

concerns with the researcher. It was also explained that the

study would hopefully increase the IlndersttlndinrJ of health

care providers of the specific need::: o[ those jn sitlliltiOIlS

similar to theirs. No unusual discomforts, riskG or neg,lt.'o

effects were anticipated. If the respondents showed ;lny ~;iqns

of tiring they were asked if they wished to Sl.<.>p illld cuntinue

at another time. None of the respondents indicated tllolt they

were tired.

The four categories, Which emcrqcd from the dilta (;lnd

were also identified in the literilture review), have provid~d

the framework for Chapter 4, "prescntiltion 01 tho rindinq:.;"

and Chapter 5 "discussion of the findings."
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS

"he lindings of this study are pref.,~nted in two major

sections. Th.:> first section describes the characteristics of

the sample and tho second section presents the findings.

Characteristics of the Sample

The study involved 10 Chinese elders (eight females ancJ

two rnLlles), ranging in age from 69 years to 81 years. The

women were aged G9 years to 80 years of age. One of the males

was aged 71 years and the other was 81 years old. Table 1

represents a summary of the age and 5;ex of the sample.



Table 1

Respondents by Age and Sex

'ge

sex 69 70 71 72 73 74

Total

77 79 79 80 91 Totsl

All of the respondents, with the exception of one,

considered himself/herself to be Chinese even .1fter, in ~ome

Cises, more than forty years in Can<Jda. Thi.s identity WilS

reflected in their lifestyles. They cooked ilncl ,lte majnly

Chinese food. Most, if not all, of their [riend~ were Chino::>o

and two of the respondents wore traditional Chinese clothin!J.

Two respondents sa id they considered thcmsc 1ves to bc eh i nCljC

Canadian. One respondent deser ibcd the i mport;lncc or hi::;

ethnic background as he explained,

You might be a canadian citizen, but you Ciln't

forget China, you never get cleilr of thilt anY~lilY

You born there, you evc~ything thero .... j[
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I say '1 am canadian', that is a lie. You can't just

say you are not, because you are! You Canadian

citizen just the same, but you can't just feel not

Chinese, I can't forget China. That's because af[2..i..!;;,] I

born there.

In contrast, another respondent indicated it didn't

matter, saying: "I am in Canada now, I will call myself

Canadian, if I was in England I would say I am English, it

doesn't matter." This attitUde may have been an expression of

the grief that accompanies the "any losses associated with

immigration (Disman, 1983).

All of the respondents had at least one child and six

respondents had three or more. Two had an adult child living

clscwl10re in Newfoundland; one respondent had adult offspring

living elsewhere in Canada, and four had adult offspring

living in other countries, inclUding China, Hong Kong, the

United states and England.

All respondents were born in China. Some moved to Hong

Kong and spent a number of years there before immigrating to

Cunada. !Ill had Canadian citizenship or were in the process of

ohtaining it. Two retained their Chinese citizenship along

with having Canadian citizenship and two others had not yet

<lcquircd their Canadian citizenship. Length of time in Canada

spanned a timl' r<lnge of six months to 62 years, with the mean
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number of years spent in Canada for the group being 17.4

years. six participants had been in Canada less than 10 YCi:\rS,

while four had been in this country for more than 20 years.

Table 2 summarizes the data on length of ti.me in Canad<l.

Table 2

~ndents by Length. of Time in Canada

cumulative
Characteristic Frequency Number

Years in Cana.da

,-. years

5-' years

10-14 years

H-19 years

20-24 years

25-29 years

30-34 years

35-39 years

40 ·45 years

.5 years or more 10

X = 17.4 years Total 10 10

Seven of the respondents ~Iere widows. 'l'WQ respondents

were married to each other. One male participant ~I')S uivorccu.
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He had been in Canada the longest and had been divorced for

approximately 10 years. He spoke at length about his divorce

and related th<:lt divorce was rare in China. Length of

widowhood varied from one and one half years to 45 years. None

of the widows had remarried. Table J summarizes the data on

marital status.

Table 3

nespondents by Marital status

Marital status

Married

Widowed

separated

Never Harried

Divorced

Total

Frequency

10

Curnulatl.ve
Number

10

10

Nine of the 10 respondents lived with one of their sons.

Of the nine living with sons, five lived with a married san

and his wife. Throe lived with unmarried senli; one lived with

two unmarried adult chi Idren, a son and a daughter. One lived

with a daughter who was an only child.



During their childhood only three of the respondents h"d

their grandparent(s) live with them in the same household. As

married adults few respondents experienced having thc.ir

elderly parents or parents-in-law live with them. 'l'tll-ce

respondents noted having a mother-in-law live in their home,

while the remainder did not have this experience. In c<lch case

the family moved to Hong Kong or canada, leaving the elderly

parent(s) behind.

Eight of the 10 respondents spoke no Engl ish. '1'....0 wel-e

able to speak and read both Chinese and Engl i.sh. These two

preferred to use their native tongue with family and friends

whenever possible; one was forced to speak English <It home

because some family members did not under::.;tand or speilk

Chinese. All respondents described how thci r liH.:k of f1 uency

in the English language limited their activity and involvement

in the larger community. The language ability of the sample is

summarized in Tables 4 and 5.



Table 4

Respondents by Reading 1\bility

7)

Female

Male

Total

Table 5

Reads
both
languages

ReaCls
only
chinese

Not
able
to read.
either Total

10

Respondents by speaking Atlil! ty

Speaks
both
languages

Female

Hale

Total

Speaks
only
Chinese Total

10



As might be expected none of the respondents

employed due to their age. Eight of thc 10 said they ....ould

liKe to work so that they could havc their own money and feel

Ilore independent. This finding is in contrast to that of Chenl]

(1978) who observed in her study of Chinese elders that

because many had worked long hours for many yeiln;, 1II0re than

half voiced no interest in working beyond retircmcnt.

Two of the sample had virtually no money. Four received

money from adult offspring who lived elsewhere. Thet~c four

indicated that the money was often unpredictable in quantity

and frequency. They stated this unpredictilbility made it

difFicult for them to plan for their necds. 'l'he remaining (our

received the Canadian old age pension which thcy considered to

be inadequate to meet their needs. T....o of the latter CJroup

were able to supplement their pension with personal savinqs.

Of the four respondents Io/ho hOld been in Canilda for moro

than 20 years, two appeared to be less isolilted frolll the

community at large and appeared to have 1I0re rriem.ls than the

more recent arrivals. 1\11 four were eJ igible [or the CaniJdi,ln

Old Age Penslon and, therefore, appeared to have 51 iqhtly

greater economlc independence. NevcrthCl}ess, like the rest of

the sample, they had difficulty getting together with friends.

The minimum number of family members PCl:" household unit

was two and the maximum number was tlo/elve. Ali ezr.cpt one had
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his/her own private bedroom. One participant shared a bedroom

with three grandchildren.

Five of the ten respondents did not 'Work outside the home

in their younger years. Two of the five who had worked outside

the home were male and head of their household at the time. Of

the three females who worked outside the home, one carne from

an extremely poor family in China and scavenged for items to

sell as a way to make a living. 'The second was the head of her

housc-llOld and worked as a cleaning woman and seamstress to

support herself and her only child. The third worked as a

professional for 40 years and according to her offspring,

earned more than 5 times as much as the average Chinese

person. This respondent was also totally dependent on her

adult child for income, because as her offspring pointed out,

her pension from China ....as so small as to be insignificant b;y

Canadian monetary standards.

six of the respondents taking prescribad

medications. One of the above six was on three prescribed

medications for control of two non-debilitating chronic

conditions. 'I'he remaining five were on only ono medication ~or

a chronic and painful condition. Three were on no prescribed

medici"ltions and claimed to be in good health.
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Thematic Jl.nalysis and Findings

This section presents the findings ,15 spccificilily

related to the four research questions which arc: 1) \ihat arc

the potential psychological, social, and physical consequences

of being a care receiver; 2) Do the chinese elderly wish to

reciprocate in some way for the care received; J) Arc the

Chinese elderly able to maintain their cxpcctcd st"tus unci

role within the family in the care receiving ~ituiltioni ~)

What are the feelings and attitudes of the Chinese elderly

toward receiving care from their far,il ies?

The four themes which emerged from the data: a) Loncllncns <lncl

isolation; b) Aging and power resources; 0) Meaningful rolos

and relationships; and d) Independence/dependence i.lre

discussed. The use of direct quot2S from various p.lrticip.lntG

are used to highlight these discussions.
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Findings Related to the Research Questions

Potential Psychological social and Physical Consequences

l\ssocia ted wi th Care Race! ving

Loneliness and Isolation

Feelings of loneliness and isolation were r£peatedly

expressed by most of the interviewees. six of the respondents

indicated they felt lonely during the day \ot'hcn everyone was

away at work. Sometlmr.!s the loneliness was relieved when the

family returned home from school or work; other times it

appeared to be pervasive in their lives. They stated they

missed old friends, familiar places, and absent family members

and they seemed to long for closer relati(,nships with those

they lived with.

Four respondents indicated that they used activity as a

means of coping with feeli.ngs of loneliness. One wanted to

h,wc marc to do to avoid feeling lonely and another who had a

physical disability which prevented her from doing housework

wished she was able to use activity as a way to dispel

feelings of loneliness.

six respondents appeared to be emotionally isolated.

Emotional isolation seemed to occur in families where

respondents reportee they could not talk to family members
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about problelllS and concerns. In these situations, respondents

described feeling ..0 absence of warmth and affection froll.

their family. One said her family did not care about her and

had no interest in her welfare. She said, "No one will 1 lsten

to what I say." This respondent also voiced f •.:clings tholt she

was a bother and a burden to the fantily. Another reported that

his offspring demonstrated little or no affection or ci\ring

for him; he said, "you don't know if he love me or not love

me; you don't know." He stated that they 1 i yad milch l.i kc t ..... rJ

strangers sharing a house, never slu'Iring meals or other

activities.

Even when family relationships positive,

participants reported feeling lonely and isolated with rcqanJ

to friends and the ability to get out. For exalllple, one

respondent reportQd that she never leCt thQ house. The rami Iy

worshipped at home and if she needed to seQ a physician, which

she indicated was seldom, the doctor was sumlloned to their

home. This individual appeared to be completely isolated fr.olll

the outside world. Other respondents indicated they le[t the!

house only to go to the doctor or to attend religious !iervice::>

when they coul~ get a ride. One ::>a1d she would 1 i\o:e to h .. v~

gone to church mocp. otten but went only when someone else was

going. One other described herself as staying at home every

dlly and "guarding the house li\o:e 0 dog." 'rhis same r.espondent

indicated she had no friends her o....n age and seldom teCt the
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house. She stated that she refused social invitations to join

fr lends of her son and daughter-In-law because she was afraid

she would "S<lY something wrong" and cause the family to become

angry or emb.:lrrassed. Physical disability appeared to be

responsible for the social isolation of another respondent.

Describing the desire to be out and involved, one respondent

said, "Rather than being locked up in the house all day, I

WOll ld 1 ike to go and have some fun."

'rWO individui!ls were able to speak English to a limited

degree. While this seemed t..;. allow them more independence,

they too appeared to depend on their offspring for

transportation and companionship. One reported the desire to

<Jot out of her home more and to have friends her own age.

While she described har relationship with her son as good, she

said that she seldom saw him and did not discuss problems or

concer.ns with him. 11 physical health problem as well as

financial difficulties prevented the other respondent from

venturing beyond shopping for groceries and medications. These

two respondents appeared to be marginally less socially

isolated than the first group, possibly, because they were

better able to cope with the outside as a result of their

ability to speak English an:3 their experience as independent

professionals.

Two others described a positive relationship with their

families. \~hen asked if they were able to share their thoughts



and concerns wi.th someone in the family one answercd, "No"

and further elaborated, "I don't think lIluch." :"'1C lolLe ...

related that she felt little emotional support (rom he ... [ .... i Iy

and was unable to keep in touch with friends. She cxpl.,inL'<l

that she had raised her grandchildren and felt ciosci' to sOUle

of them than to her son and daughter-in-law. She ...epol·ted that

she was unable to keep in personal tOl'ch with friends l.ccau~;e,

"you have to depend on someone else to !Jive yO\! the riue, flnLl

everybody is busy. It II marrier! couple in the silmp I e cxprc,,:',ml

some tension and frustration in fami Iy rcliltiom;hip::; but

basically described the relationship ao affectiol1;lte. "'/le f;jc.:t

that the hUsband had a r:lose r~lativt! in the ::ii.llne town, whom

he had seen only t.wice in four years, see~ed to indicate thaI:

they were socially isolated.

Both language and transpo.tation appeared ".0 pre!:er,t

barriers to involvement in a~tivitjcs o .. tsitlc thc ho.c. SIX 01

the respondents stated they were afraid to leilve the hou!;e on

their own because they were fearful of qettinq lost <lOll bt!infJ

unable to read street signs o. ask [or direction. For tho:.::e

who reported having friends, the ubility to rJet to(jcther WI\:'::

stated as a problem for a 11 of the""



Potential Phjsical Health Congeguen~~

Three respOllden'::s claimed to be in good he'11th. FivC" of

the respondents indicated that their physic<ll ht:'<llth ~t;,t\lU

had deteriorated since coming to Canada. lImong the five, one

indicated that while her chronic condition had improved, hel·

general health had deteriorated. The decl inc in physic,'l

health ""8.'; attributed to the normal aging process, to hICk. o!

opportunity to exercise, and to the physic,,! re~~tl"ictionl-~

related to "'hronic conditions. One p.lrticipimt l~ilid that

because she was unable to have any excrci!'.c, l~hc \.l.l~;

deteriorating physically. She said, "BeC,luse r don't do

nothing [sic), now even if I want to my body won't do it."

Two had been in Canada si nce they were younq ndu I t:.;,

consequently it was difficult to make comparinon:, nbollt t.heir

health status in Canada or in China. One n '..:ent ,Jrrivill

commented that her arthr itis had improved in Cilr ;,(jil. IInothel-,

more recent arrival, stated her health was about the :;<tmc.

Four described experiencing pain that did not ~irlni f iCilntly

restrict their activity. Two others stated their he;llth Wil5

not as good as it had been, but attributed th.i::1 to rJettin'J

older.
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Desire to Reciprocate for Care Received

Ml.ng ana Power Resourc~s

All respondents indicated a desire to reciprocate for the

care they receive-d from their adult children even though seven

['cportcd that their contributions to household chores or child

care! were not required. In the absence of power resources and

in an effort to balance the relationship, some indicat~d that

they wished to please their adult children. Although three

respondents said they did not try to please or that they had

no way of pleasing their children, all three respondents later

"ppc<lrcd to describe ways they, in fact, did attempt to comply

with the wishes and expectations of their families. One Df the

three indicated it was a mutual process; the adult children

tried to please her and she tried to gratify them. Three

addi tional respondents indic<lted they did try to please their

families, saying further that they felt obligated because they

were depcmdent upon them. One of the thl'ee described how, in

the p<lst, she hact to satisfy her mother-in-law. She said: uYou

have to take care of them for everything, like getting the

water to wash the face, the feet [ill], you have to care of

th"m from head to toe." When asked if it was the same in

Canada witll her daughter-in-law, she replied, "No, no, no, no.

Now .it is the opposite,.,. upside down. I have to take care of

them. "



One respondent firmly stated that he did not tl y to

gratify his children and believed that his children ~;hould be

trying to please him. He went on tu explain that it was not so

much trying to comply hut that both adult childr.:on and parents

must compromise in order to live together. Othel" methods used

to try to satisfy their adult children included not (\~king lor

physical, emotional, or financial assistance. They expres~;ec.l

an acceptilnce, or resignation th<1t there W,1S nolhing they

could do. They seemed to make fow demands, even (or speci,11

preferences in food. One respondent imlicated she did not have

a bedtime snack because it was not the hilbit o( her offspring

to have one. Half of the respondents stilted they di{J not ank

for transportation to destinations of their choke, :-:;uch il!;

visits with friends and religious/socii.ll function!:. 'J'hene

actions appeared to represent ways of trying to p1ear:c their

children and to balance the relationship.

Some respondents indicated that they expected rccipro.:::ity

from their adult offspring, When the children were pel'"ccivetl

to default in terms of caring for them, the elder-:;' feellnfJG

of self worth appeared to suffer, for eXilmp]e, they felt they

l.:ould not ask to have their needs met and they made ntatem'~nt~

indicating they felt worthless. One female respondent feJt her

son and daughter owed her- respect because she had made

financial and emotional sacrificaG for them. She [ur.ther

stated tllat because she lived with th.em nhc felt :;hc had to tlo
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a lot for thelll. One male respondent appeared to desire more

respect and a closer relationship ~ith his son. He reported

that he woultJ never receive it because he had no money. One

other respondent, indicated that his children should do things

for him rather than him having to do for them.

Decis~ in the Family

Host of the p.,rticipants stated they did not partake in

decisions even jf the decisions affected them. One respondent

said "Whilt can I do; I am old." Another commented "They can

do everything; they can read; they can write; I can give them

no ildvicc." Still another c,)mmcnt was "Nobody wil) hear what

the old say." Some suggested that becduse they had little to

offer they could hav~' no part in the decisions llIade within the

family. One stated succinctly: "I have no money; what car. 1

say?"

Seven respondents said they did not feel free to take

part in family decisions whether they were affected by the

decision or not. Some felt they could have no part in decision

mak inC) because they were unable to contribute to the household

either monetarily or through participation in hous~hold

chores. Oth<lrs implied that their opinions were not needed or

hoeded because the family were grown up and could make their

own decisions. One respondent stated that he had no part in



decisions nor was his approval a5ked for, even though he n,ay

howe wished it to be otherwise. Another indh'idual stated tllilt

she did not tak.~ part in any decisions, not even those tlMt

affected her. She said: "I am almost like a £;ervilnt; 1 don't

have an opinion in anything." Participution in decision

making or offering opinions W'J,S not a possibility [or another

of the respondents because she was the mothcr- i n- l .1W of the

head of the household. This was not a ehilnge in expected

status for her because in the Chinese culture only t .. 0 mother

of the male head of the household is ill lowed to offer "n

opinle-n. Three participants felt their familieB were wi-I lin',

to include them in family decision making. However, they

explained that they seldom took part bCCIlUSC, either there

were no decisions to made due to lack of money or they did nut

feel knowledgeable enough to do so.

Fear of being a BU~'den

The fear of bG ing a burden was expressed 1n d iffcrunt

ways. One respondent who appeared to have more independence

than many of the others tried to avoid "getting in the way" of

his adult child. Even though he owned the houze they lived in,

the adult child had claimed the greater portion of it for

personal use. The elderly tather cy.claimcd, "'l'his i~ aJl I
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got, thats all"'! Another respondent ·..~,.o contributed to the

cost of grocer!ns from money sent to her by another offspring

stated she felt she was a "burden" to her family. She felt she

di::;turbcd her son and daughter-in-law, and it was her

perception that they would be better off if she was not there.

She described the desire to have her own house where her

children could visit her, explaini".;; that if this were the

case, her children would love her more because she would not

be living with them and creating problems for them. The

fcC'ling that she was a burden to the family seemed to cause

her considerable emotional distress.

Another respondent tried to minimize cost by restricting

hcC!~clf fr-om watching television. She also refrained from

making long distance phone calls to her other two sons who

lived elsewhere (one elsewhere in Can~da and one in China).

One other respondent tried to meet all his health and personal

maintcnilnce needs with the money he received from an adult

child, a.,d if it was not enough, he would rather reduce his

needs than ask for more. In the case (;f these two respondents,

their residence was noted to be very cold. Both were wearing

several layers at clothing, and one wore gloves, indoors.

Two respondents said they did not want to bother their

families by talking about their concerns or asking for special

favours. It was their perception that their adult children

were busy and tired, and it would be unreasonable to ask more
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of them. They appeared to deny their own needs in ol'der not to

be a burden to their families.

3. ability to Maintain Expected Roles and Statu~_

Within the Family

Meaningful Roles and Relationship)!

All of the participants described lonl) dllY~ with little

to do. All but one indicated'" desire to hilVC somethinq

meaningful to do, either within the home or in the community.

For one respondent, time seemed to pass very quickly. She Giliu

she did some work elnd very soon everyone was homo from worl-: or

school again. Later in the conversation this respondent S1l id

she had nothing to do but "just stay home and tlrinlo: tOil or

coffee." She indicated that all housework. was done by the

f",mily. One other respondent described it desire to help with

her son's business; however, she found her efforts declined by

her son who explained that he only wanted her to rest. Two

respondents filled their clays with reading the Bible, writinfJ

to friends in 1I0ng Kong or listening to religious tapes.

Another felt, not only that she had nothing to do, but th.1t

anything she tried to do would be wrong or criticized. ~be

stated summE-rily that she felt she W<lS not useful.
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The absence CIt a meaningful role may have been

p;)rticularly difficult for those \Jho had recently retired

(West" Simons, 1983). For example, one individual described

how she was llIuch happier '<Ihen she was able to help out in a

friend's restaurant. She said: "It keep {ill] me bUsy lind I

was happy." She described how she went to work every day even

when the weather was inclement. In contrast, this same

respondent described how the cold and snow at the time of the

interview kept her inside. Under more favourable circumstances

when she had something meaningful to do she felt more "able. U

Two respondents stated they believed their offspring

loved thcm. One said, "He bring me over (to Canada, from Hong

KongJ; I think he love me." Both indicated that they did not

feel the closeness and affection they desired from their sons,

and their needs were not understood. For one respondent, this

absence of demonstration of caring was partially illustrated

when hor offspring did not take the time to transport her to

the doctor sending her with an employee, instead.

Another respondent said that she had no needs. This was

contradicted by a family member who confided that the

respondent was at times "very depressed and cried a lot." The

family member explained that this was because the respondent



was home alone and had too much time to thin!:. \~hile this

family member seemed to recognize d problem, shl,! seemed to be

una~.)le or unaware of how to improve the situation.

Four respondents stated they were li v i nq in supporti ve

environments. One of these later indicated th"t she had

nothing to do and was seldom able to meet with friends. Thus,

it appeared there was a lack of awareness or her need (or a

meaningful role and for contact with friends her own "qe.

Considerable emotion was shown by another respondent who

seemed to feel unloved and unvalued within the r.:lm! ly. :';lIe

reported having a much lower status in the [i1mi ly thilO her

grandchildren. While this may be expected by cldGrs in the

Canadian culture (Canadian Tas!: Force, 191i<J) , it may h,lVC been

particularly distressing for this respondent bec.:lu::;c or

traditional Chinese beliefs that elders arc to be granted the

highest status in the family (Wong & Reker, 1985; wu, 1')'15;

'iu, 1983). Another respondent implied that his <ldult child milY

be living with him because of the adult child'::; lack or

financial ability to live elsewhere.

It appeared that tte respondents as a group tended to

deny their own emotional needs. When questions were asked that

required a response involving feelings and emQtions, ill J

respondents answered using a similar phrase, such as "1 don't

feel anything," or "there is nothing [I] can do about it

anyway." Although five. different interpreters were u~ed, the.
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words, "I don't feel anything," appeared in six of the ten

transcripts. A seventh respondent gave a very silnilar

statement 5ay11,g, "I don't think about that stuff very much."

The three other respondents refused to answer questions about

feel logs or stated that they "should" be happy. They also

""!xplilined that if they were not feeling happy they just

"changed their thinking."

What appeared to be denial of emotions may have reflected

the Chinese culture which discourages emotional expression. It

could also have represented a healthy way of coping with a

situation wher-c c:.lilnge seemed unlikely. However, feelings of

unhappiness and possible depression seemed to be expressed in

a number of ways. Four of the ten respondents cried during the

interviews while discussirlg their situation. rive of the ten

respondents indicated a problem with either sleep, appetite,

or st.rength and energy, or all three. One respondent stated

thil t when she was unhappy she was unable to sleep. She went on

to say, "Sometimes I feel strength less and want to faint." A

further expression of feelings of sadness in this respondent

w,)s her explanation that sometimes she wept and cried. Several

times this same individual said: "I don't know why I won't

dio." Another respondent indicated that as many as three

times per week, she was unable to sleep or eat. Four of the

respondents complained of various degrees of pain, either

arthritic or intermittent undiagnosed pain. Chronic pain has



been found to be an indicator of depression (Eberso.lc 1'0 Hes:.,

1990) •

Disagreements

Five of the ten respondents indic.ltcd thut there were no

significant disagreements in their ftlmily. One respondent SOlid

she had no input in disagreements because she was the mothcr

in-law of the head of the house. Another. respondent j nd i l:al.ecl

that there were very few disagreements in the filmi I y <lna when

they did occur she didn't get involved beciluse "Clline~;e people

believe you shouldn't make a racket in the I ,1m i 1y." Two

respondents indicated the silent treiltmcnt was ll~;ed for

disagreements, and one said that they had only small ar<jumcnt:>

that were over 'lu ickly.

4. Peelings and l'I.ttitudes Toward Reqyj..ti.p.9,....,gare ..{.r.Ql1!

Independenoe/Dependence

Seven respondents related thiJt, in Canada, because or th(J

language barrier, absence of familiilr shops and activities,

and greater distances that made walking no longer pos~dblc,

their independence has been curt{d led, und they have been
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confined to home. One respondent explained, that in Hong Kong,

if she wanted to go to "a bank or a teahouse," o;he had the

freedom to do 50. However. 1n Canada she said: "everyone

(older) don't (sic] can go." Another respondent described a

similiH" situation where, because of lack of transportation and

language ski lIs, she felt isolated. She felt that her role had

changed f.rom being fully involved in family life to having

little that was meaningfUl to do.

Three others who had moved to Canadil from China stated

the change WilS from liVing independent lives where they were

receiving pensions from the Chinese Government and living in

their own place to that of total dependence on their children.

Once in Canada, they no lonqer received their pension from the

Chinese government, or if they did, it was so .;mall as to be

insignificant by CaniJdian monetary standards.' In addition,

they were living in accommodation paid for by their adult

children. In China they were able to shop for groceries, take

cure of their own finances, and join activities, such as daily

exercises. Upon arrival in Canada many discovered they had

none of these freedoms.

At least nine of the ten respondents appeared to be

physically dependent and could not go shopping, to medical

appointments, or out to meet friends without assistance in the

form of transportation, or other forms of physical assistance

from a family member. They were particularly fearful of going
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out without assistance in the winter, because of a fear of

falling. One respondent expressed her des i rc COL' phys i eill

independence and her intention to take care of horse! f for ;'IF.

long as possible. She said, "If I can, I will t;-,kc Cal"e of

myself, when I cannot do anything then there is no choice." 1\

second respondent expressed t,is preference for indcpcmlcncl'

when he described his distaste for having to .... "k for

assistance from others. He said: "1 feel I ike .:l bCglJ,ll', Cjoinq

everywhere for meals." One othor respondent apPc'lrcu to w;,n~

to be independent, commenting that "thinqs wOlllJ be bettcr,

they would treat me t-,:,tter bcciluse they would know th,,\: I

wouldn' t st:ay here forever." lIer dependency ~ccmed to be "a

overwhelming that she did not oven help ... ith cooking Of'

housework unless she 'Was told exactly Whilt to do, tiover<ll or

the respondents appeared to want to be more fini~:,ci<lJ ly

independent. The desire for financial independence ceemer! trJ

be communicated by an expressed interest in the ire I i q 1b 1I 1ty

for the Canadian Old l',ge Pension and the {Jeel ro to be

employed, if that Wltre possible. Having their own money ue(~med

to mean they would have more independence. '('he. dQ~;j ro for

economic independence was a Iso expressed by one recponrJ0nt who

explained that if he were in Chinil he would ilt. leiH;t be

getting his pension from the Chinese government.

Five of the ten respondents indicated they would 1 ike to

live on their own, The remaining five respondentc imJicated ;,
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qualified preference Cor living with family. The finding that

half of the respondents preferred living with family may be

explained by a number of factors. Two of the respondents

indicated they had never experienced independent living. One

of the two required physical assistance and would be unable to

live alone, even if that were her preference. Furthermore,

those who indicated a preference for living with family may

have been influ<l:ncrJd by the isolation from friends and

community which they appeared to have experienced since coming

to this country. Two of the five who said they preferred to

live with family explained that it would be too lonely to live

alone. Tho Chinese elderly in this study may have felt they

would be er.tirely alone and devoid of support if they made a

move to independent living.

He lplessness{Hopelessness

In some cases hopelessness and helplessness seemed to be

cxpresscd poignantly and with profound feeling. In other

instances, it may simply have been expressed through

resignation and not allowing oneself to ;:hink aboll'': wants and

desires because oC the belief that nothing coUld be changed.

It Appeared that these elderly did not allow themselves to

think of things that "might be" because there

expectation for the <1ctualization of sueh fantasies.
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Having one's opinions ignorC!d, and absence of opportunity

to make meaningful contributions to family life call leOld to

feelings of incompetence and helplessness (neckinf)ham &

Baumann, 1990; Miller & Oertal, 1991; Nyc, 1982). ~~hen asked

if there was anytning they would like to change, mallY

participants replied with some version of "1 don't think of

that; 1 just go day by day." One r~spondcnt Gtllted, "Holther

than being locked up in the house all day, I ..... ould 1 ike to qat

out and have some fun it would be il new kind of life

instead of a life in here [in the houGe) all oC the time

because it is boring." She went on to say that this was her

fate. This respondent, who sC!C!med to feel somewhat ht.!lple~s

and hopeless, continued by saying she hoped she would "go to

heaven soon."

Feelings of helplessness were expresGed by another

respondent as follo..... s; "If there is a firo and the water i!,;

far away how are you going to get water to put out the f i iC?"

The helplessness expressed by this respondent may havC! been

exaggerated by his physical health problems. In am;.fcr to thC!

question of whether he Would likC! to change unythi nfj, hc

replied he didn't have the ubility to chunfJc anythinfj.

One other respondC!nt made many commC!nts ~uch as, "It <:jot

to be okay" or "Not happy, not sad;" "110 use, you got to live

day by day that's alL" He said he didn't think or thinqs he

would like to change "~,)cause no usc!"! Anothar respondent
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said it didn't matter whether she could sleep or eat, or if

she wor.ricCl, hecause this was the way things were, "Even

though you worry, \o'hat can you really do? You worry

{si...:l worry, you can't do much." One other respondent related

that she felt no one listened to her or asked her to do

anything. Such statements may have reflected a realistic

attitude within their situation, or they may have reflected

feelings of being helpless to influence decisions and events

affecting their lives.

In summary, dependency on family for emotional and

psychological support, as well as ::>hysical and economic

support, appeared to create psychological distress for the

elderly in this study. Even those who were content living with

family apPo<lred to prefer to be able, in the context of living

with family, to provide for themselves.

In this chapter the findings of the stUdy were presented.

Demographic characteristics of the sample were given. Themes

ar:d concepts which arose from analysis of the verbal accounts

of tho Chinese elderly provided the framework for presuntation

of tlw findings. These same themes provide the framework for

discussion of the findings in the following chapter.



CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION

This chapter examines and dicusses the research findings.

Research Findings

Discussion ot Sample Characteristics

The proportion of males and females in this study is not

representative of the population of Cr.incse elders in

Newfoundland, where the number of each is approximiltely equill

(;:;tatistics Canada, 1992). In addition, it is not

representative of the sex distribution of Chinese elderly in

Canada where males outnumber females (Driedger & Ch<lppell,

1987). The greater number of males in the alder Chinenc

popUlation is at least partially affected by the fact that

Chinese males were imported to help build the railroad in the

1(1.00'5, and because later in the early 1900's, legal

restrictions made it impossible for them to bring over their

wives and families (Driedger & Chappell, 1987; Liu, 1976). The

distribution of males and females in this sample of Chincnc

elders presents a different picture than that of the general
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distribution of males and females in this sample of Chinese

elders presents a dirferent picture than that of the general

population of elders in Canada, where females outnumber males

by approximately two to one (National Advisory council on

Aging, 1993c; Stone & Frencken, 1986).

The fact that their ethnic identity was important to them

even after, in some cases, more than 40 years in Canada is

suppot"tcd in the literature. Some authors noted that with

aging. ethnic and cultural background often take on increased

importance (Coombs, 1986; Rosenthal, 1986). Ebersole and Hess

(1990) usc: the analogy of culture as a suitcase that is

carried with one throughout life. The "suitcase" is filled

with ":>eliefs, customs, practices, habits, likes, dislikes,

and rituals h (p.664). The contents mayor may not be passed on

and Illay or tIlay not be altered as they are passed on to

succeeding generations.

cultural traditions lIIay provide importllnt stability for

the elderly in the face of the multitudE. of changes that occur

'oIith imllligration (Coombs, 1986; Disman, 1983; Gelfand ,

Barresi, 1987) but some traditions may be limiting and may

increase the difficulties faced by the individual (Guttmann,

19B7). For example, Il number of the respondents in this study

had been widowed for many years and had not remarried. The

literature indicates that it is socially acceptable in the

Chinese culture for a widower to remarry but is considered
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dishonourable for a widow to do so (1I5u, 1967; Lilng, 196B).

Even though these respondents said they were lonely and had

the opportunity to remarry, social pressure scC!med to prevent

them from doing so. Olle of the male respondents who is

divorced also experienced the weight of tradition and the

social pressure that accompanies it. He looked upon his

divorce as a sad and tragic affair. His feelings about it

seemed to be made more painful because of his traditional

beliefs. This respondent spoke of how divorce was r<lre in

China, and while Chinese law did not forbid divorce, it was

frowned upon and considered '1:0 be less than respectable (Lang,

1968). While these traditions and bclit.fs may be changing,

pressure from their communities was keenly felt by the

respondents and may have created additional hardship for them.

The fact that only three in the group were able to read

in their own language seems to reflect the educational level

of this particular group of elders. Only three in the group

had more than grade school education. Cheng (1978) reported a

similar finding in a stUdy of elderly Chinese in San Dieqo,

where the mean level of education was 6.8 years. However, the

group of Chinese elders in this study may not be

representative of Chinese elders in Canada as a whole.

Driedger & Chappell (1987) found that the Chinese "represent

a bimodal tendency" (p. 36). Proportionately to other groups

of immigrants, the Chinese have four times as many with le~m
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than grade five educution but also have twice as many as other

immigrant groups with bachelor's degrees.

The reading ability of this group may reflect their

educational preparation but may also reflect the gender of the

majority of the group. Many of the female participants

explained that it was considered more important for their

brothers to be educated than for them. The agrarian culture,

where children wen! needed to work on the farms and the

poverty levels in China, may also have been influential. While

Chinese parents attach great importance to EJ.ucation, there

has nat been a compulsory level of educatior. in China, which

children must attain before they are allowed to leave school.

The majority of participants had more than threCi

children. Likewise, it was found in the literature that very

few Chinese elders are childless and most have three or more

children (Driedger & Chappell, 1987). In contrast to other

researchers, Driedger and Chappell (1987) found that Chinese

canadian elders were more likely than other immigrant groups

to live 'With someone other than family, and "least likely to

] ive either alone or with their own family" (p. 72).

The majority oC respondents were unable to speak English,

even after many decades in Canada. This may be e)(plained by

the fact that many arrived in this country late in life and

have had little opportunity to interact with the public

(Driedger & Chappell, 1987) and, therefore, had little
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incentive to learn the language. In addition, many chinese

elders live with and interact mainly with their family Cllld

other Chinese people, thus they continue to use their native

tongue and are not SUbject to pressure to learn English

(Drledger & Chappell. 1987).

One of the most deeply embedded traditions in China is

the role of the son in caring for his parents in their old .1lJC

(eho, 1.990: Hoe, 1979; llsu, 1967; Kalish &- Moriwaki, l'J"Ili

Lang, 1968). In the Chinese culture, failure to produce a son

to take care of one in old age (and in the afterIlfo) is

considered a great misfortune (Kalish & Moriwaki, 197]; Kalit;h

& Yuan, 1971; Wong & Reker, 1985). In accordance with the

tradition of son as caretaker, all but one of the respondent:.;

lived with a son. One respondent had an only chi Id, ,1

daughter, with whom she livecl.

More recent authors discuss the responsibility o[

"children" to look after their parents in old age (Chan, 19HJ;

Cheng, 1978j Wong & Reker, 1985). unlike earlier literature,

gender iF; not stressed. In fact, more recent literature

indicates that more Chinese women are currently caregivers .1mJ

are caring for their own parents rather than those of their

husband (Yu, 198J), In .1ddition. some research suggeatc thilt

there is a growing discrepancy between the be 1 iefs and

expectations of filial piety by elders, and actual pr.1ctice

amongst adult children living in North Americil (Ch::Jn, 198];
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Kalish & Yuen, 1971; Ujimoto, 1987; Wong (, Reker, 1985; Yu,

1983) •

As was found in this study, findings from the literature

review indicate that few Chinese elderly lived long enough to

require care from their married children; therefore, the

expectation of filial piety may arise more out of traditional

t(l<Jchings and values than from individual experience (Lang,

1968; Kalish & Moriwaki. 1973). very few participants in this

study experienced living with in-laws or grandparents while

they were growing up. Most respondents said their in-laws 01

grandparcnt::i died when the respondents were young. As a

result, the chinese may in fact have no real social model for

parent care (Kalish &: Moriwaki, 1973). Consequently, due to

increasing numbers of seniors worldwide (Stone & Frencken,

1986), middle aged chinese Canadians, as well as Canadians of

all ethnic backgrounds, may be the first generation to

experience elder care in any great numbers (Ujimoto, 1987;

west & Simons, 1983).
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Discussion of Research Findings Related to the

Research Questions

1. Potentiall'sychological Social and Physical Consequences

Associated With Care Receiving

Loneliness and Isolation

The seniors in this study seemed to feel isolated even

though they were all liVing with family. Intergcncrational

living may decrease the loneliness and isolation of scnion:; if

relationships are positive (Lock, 1990; Miller, 1991a; Rook,

1987; Wong & Reker, 1985); however, if they arc not positive,

feelings of loneliness and isolation may be increased

(Canadian Task Force, 1988; Chan, 19B); Cheng, 1978; Rook,

1987) •

Living in a close network with family may interfere with

the opportunity to increase social interactions with the

larger community. Adult children may bridge the lanquaga gap

for their parents and conduct business in the larger community

on th~ir parents behalf. ThUS, they may unintentionally

increase the isolation of their parents by reducing the need

for interaction with the outside world (Weeks (, Cuellar,

1983). The isolation and loneliness of Chinese elders in this

study may also have been increased by the fact that the values
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and Ii f~style of their children and gran:'i,__ ,ildren may be

changing, causing greater potential for intergenerational

conflict and loss of status in the home (Canadian Task Force,

1986; Cheng, 1978; Wong & Reker, 1985; Wu, 1975; YU, 1983).

Furthermore, due to economic and social pressures the adult

chi Idren may, by neeessl ty, be preoccupied with their own

lives (Canadian Task Force, 1988; Chan, 1983; Cheng, 1978;

Coombs, 1986; Hoe, 1979; Kalish & Moriwaki, 1973; YU, 1983).

Often both adults in the home work, and family members,

including grandchildren may have limited free time (Coombs,

1986; Kalish & Moriwaki, 1973). This situation may translate

into an absence of time to provide support for the elderly

person (Chan, 198:3; Cheng, 1978; Coombs, 1986).

Elderly Chinese parents in this study appeared to be in

a similar situation to immigrant women who do not work outside

the home. They find themselves housebound with no need or

opportunity to increase their knowledge of the new country or

to integrate into the larger community. The distance between

them and their adult children and grandchildren may continue

to grow, accompanied by an increasing sense of isolation and

a dccreasing sense of the significance of their role. They may

"eventually become the only non-a~mimilated member of the

family" (Salvendy, 1983, p. 10). The process takes a high

emotional toll on the non-assimilated person and results in

intense feelings of loneliness and a decreasing sense of
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themselves as individuals (Salvendy, 1983). The seniors in

this study seemed to desire a more rewarding life, but they

did not seem to know how to achieve it.

Contact with friends appeared to be! an import;;lnt aspect

of life that was missing for the participants. Ft"iendnhip h.J.s

traditionally played an important role in the life of Chinese

people and were included by Confucius in his l.lst of most

important relationships (Lang, 1968). There is a Chinese

saying that "a man who has no friends is as unhappy as one who

has no family .. perhaps more so" (Lang, 1968, p. 326). gvcn

if family relationships are good, the opportunity to so..:ializc

outside the home may be needed and desired (Chan, 1983;

Coombs, 1986; Lang, 1968; Hess, 1972; Wu, 1975). Certainly,

all of the elderly in this study expressed the desire to

maintain regular contact with friends and cohorts.

Lang (1968) argued that friends are not only a joy but tI

necessity. Because of similarity in age and past experiencc,

cohort friendships are especially important. with older i'lqe

groups in particular, friendships arc a source of emotional

support and can strengthen self image during times when

individuals may be experiencing the loss of major sociill r.oles

and activities (Hess, 1972; Weeks (, Cuellar, 1983; West (,

Simons, 1983). Friends are thought to provide companionship all

the basis of equality allowing prnblerns and concerns to be

discussed without fear of loss of respect or (eclings of
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subordination influencing the interaction (Lang, 196B;

Lowenthal & Robinson, 1976; Miller, 1991a). While relatives

arc reliable, the important difference between friends and

relatives is that friendship ties are voluntary and

reciprocal; whereas, family ties may carry an overtone of

obligation (Lang, 1968; Stoller. 1985; Woad I< Robertson,

1978), Same age friends are often better able to relate and,

therefore. may provide pore understanding and encouragement

than family members (Lang, 1968).

lIrriving in Canada late in life, Gome of the elderly

Chinese in this stUdy may have found it difficult to adjust to

a ne.... home country. With possible changes in family

relationships, absence of old and valued friends, as well as

the potential absence of opportuni ty and skills to ease their

integT:"<ltion into the community, they may feel emotionally and

socially isolated,

Potential Physical Health Consequences

Findinl]s indicated little in the way of direct physical

consequences for the elderly in this stUdy, HOIolever, seven of

the ten respondents complained of either chronic health

problems or minor acute problems or both. Given current

understandings about the effect of psychological well-being.

absence of social supports, lack of control, and lack ot



physical exercise, it is possible that the physical health of

this group of elders may be significantly afCcctcu.

2. Desire to Reciprocate for Care Received

Aging and Power Resources

According to exchango thaot"y loss of power Lr: an

imbalance within a social exchange. One member of <tn

intaraction is unable to reciprocate with il valued rewilrd,

giving the less dependent member of the intp.r<lction the pow~r

advantage and allowing that person to make satinfyinq the

needs of the less powerful person cont i ngont on the i r

compliance (Blau, 1964; Dowd, 1975). The finding thilt mnny of

the elderly in this stUdy appeared to have low mor;]lc milY be

related to their inability to reciprocate for ;J~sbtilncc

provided by their adult chIldren. The in;]bility to give in

return for aid received may be particulilrly demor.alizing For

elders from the Chinese culture, where filiill obI igntion of

the child to the parent is strong, but illso impor.ti.lnt is the

belief that the relationship should be reciprocnl (Ilzu, 1')71).

The elderly Chinese in this study may feel they are not

upholding their part of the filial relation~hip, amJ iH, a
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result, they may begin t~ feel depressed, isolated, and

helpless.

While adult children may not expect anything from their

parents, the elderly themselves seem to tee I the need to give

so..cthing in return for the care they receive. Dowd (1975)

explained that the normal reaction to being in an unbalanced

power relationship is to attempt to rebalance it by whatever

means possible. However, given that the participants seem to

hnvc few resources, they may find it increasingly difficult to

maintain balance in the relationship and may feel dependent

and ind(:bted to their care givers (Stoller, 1985). Because ot

decreased resources, the respolldents may no longer have the

privilege of reciprocation and may usc acquiescent behaviour

as a bargaining tool for continued status and respect in the

family (Kc.>nny, 1990). The opportunity to contribute to

household chores and the ability to offer advice or counsel

may allow the Chinese elderly in this study to maintain a

balilnce within the relationship, thus avoiding feelings of

unmct obHgation and of being a burden to their families.

Cilnadian-born gcniors may also feel relatively powerless;

but Ililving grown lip in Canada they may be better prepared to

accept the loss oC status that frequentlY occurs with age.

Seniors who arc from cultures which "bestow increased honour

and decision milking powers on the elderly may find an



uncomfortable discrepancy between their expcctat ions <lnd what

they find in Canada" (Canadian Task Force, 1988, p. 79).

Decision Making

It appeared that some of the elderly in thjs study were

not ask.ed to take part in decisions that affected them. In

addition, most indicated that they were not asked ilnd rlid not

feel competent to take part in larger decisjons mnde with in

the family. In many cases lack of knowledge and (ami I ioJrity

with the affairs of their modern children may be the reill ity

that limits their participation in Cami 1'1 decision milking

(Cha, 1990; Kalish & Moriwaki, 1973). 'I'hey may not be 1lblo to

offer advice from the experience that comes with age bccilu~~c

they appear to be in a position whera they <Ire not Cflmi 1 iar

with the lifestyle, political system or bureilucrilcics of their

new country (Cho, 1990i Kalish &- Moriwaki, 1973). /n milny

cases their experience is from a less i ndustriill i zed country

with entirely different traditions and values. 'I'hus, the

elderly Chinese in this study may be denied the traditional

role of passing on beliefs and traditions (Kal i5h &- Yuen,

1971; West &- Simons, 1983). They may suffer the same situation

as Canadian elderly where changes are tal'.inq place ::;0 rapidly

that they must learn from the young rilther than vice vcrS<l

(C'ho, 1990).
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3. Ability to Maintain Expected Role! and Status Within the

Family

Meaningful Relationships and Roles

One theme that emerged frolTl the data was absence of a

meaningful role. Immigration to Canada appeared to be

accompanied by thEl loss of former roles, not just power roles

such as jobs, but social roles in the community and amongst

friends as well. After moving to canada, elderly chinese

immigrants in this stUdy tended to live in the hames of their

married children; Whereas, in China or Hong Kong it was often

the reverse. In Canada, rather than overseeing the running or

their own households, as they may have done in China, they

live with their married children and may have no significant

task related role (Naldoo, 1985; Parsons et al., 1989). As a

result, elderly grandparents may feel their status in the

family suffers; grandchildren are in school or grown, and the

house is mostly maintained by the adult children themselves,

therefore there is little opportunity for participation by the

elder. This absence of opportunity to make a contribution that

is meaningful, both to themselves and to t(lC family, may leave

tho elder feeling inconsequential as an individual within the

family.
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Nine of the ten respondents indicated that "there is

nothing to da", The one respondent who felt she had a useful

role appeared to be well adjusted and to have a good

relationship with her family. The value of meaningful roles

to the health and adjustment of the individual is supported by

the literature which suggests that feeling useful and having

something that is necessary or worthwhile to do can enhance

self-esteem (Clark. & Anderson, 1967 i Ebersole &- Hess, 1990;

Miller & acrtal, 1991; Rowe Ii. Kahn, 1987; Scharlach, 1969).

Providing the elderly with the opportunity to contribute to

household tasks, asking for their advice, or encouraging

participation in decision making, are means by which their

rale can be reinforced and feelings of :;<:11 f-worth nnd sel [

esteem maintained (Beckingham ... Baumann, 1990; Ebersole ...

Hess, 1990). Situations where family decline a~sjst"ncc from

their parents may demonstrate an absence of understanding on

behalf of some adult children. They may believe that because

their parents worked hard all of their lives, they now wish to

be free from responsibility. The elderly, however may need to

feel they are contributing in a meaningfUl way to the fami Iy

and the household.

Some of the literature supports the belief that elderly

Chinese wish to withdraw from active involvement in life and

lead a more secluded lifestyle (Cho, 1990; Hsu, 1967). IIsu

(1967) notes, "There are any number of elderly people who arc
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interested only in reading the scriptures. becoming devotees

in temples and preparing windsheets. Their resignation to

i!lvoid active life is fairly obvious" (p. 131).

The findings from this study are in contrast to the

belief that tho Chinese elderly want to withdraw from active

living. Thecc are numerous examples of their desire to

continue to be involved. One respondent related ho.... she

enjoyed being involved in helping out at friend's restaurant;

another wantad to go on holidays with her cohorts. This

respondent indicated she would lil<e to m.ove to a city where

there is a larger Chinese community in which she would have

more opportunity to visit friends and be active and involved.

One other wished to help her son, whom she perceived to be

overworked, by contributing to his business in a way that

would be needed and appreciated. Others expressed the desire

to continue to be actively involved in life in less specific

ways. Nevertheless, all of the respondents in this stUdy, with

the exception of one, seemed to clearly indicate the deshe to

be more active and to lead a more involved and interesting

life, which would provide them with some status in the family

as well as greater personal satisfaction. The desire to be

more involved, mi!ly be due to an absence of lifelong friends

lind an absence of i!lccess to temples, scriptures, and

windshccts, that keep elderly in Chini!l occupied and satisfied

with life.
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Emotional Needs

The Chinese elderly in this study seemed to deny their

emotional needs. For example, two respondents stated that ae

long as their stomachs were full, they "should" be happy. The

literature indicates that expression of emotional needs,

especially those indicating sadness or discontent arc not well

accepted in the Chinese cuI ture. In add it ion. cmotion<ll

problems are not easily discussed with others (Chcun<), 198(,;

Leong, 1976; tin & Lin, 1978; Tseng, 1975). 'l'his is true, not

only with those outside the culture, but with those who arc

from the same culture but do not belong to the family. pic ,.

Seelbach (1988) noted that elderly Asians turned to f<1m.i Iy for

assistance, even when the family WDS the $O(1["CO o[ the

difficulty.

since love and caring in the Chinese culture is bel icved

to be demonstrated in instrumental WilyS, providing rood emu

shelter [or their parents may have been seen by the adult

children as adequate demonstration of their car ing. Ilowever,

Seelbach and Sauer (1977) found that elderly parent3

differentiated between the kinds of support received and

tended to expect more in the way of social and affective

support than instrumental and economic types of assh;tiJncc.

In all societies, growing old implies some losses. It

need not imply the loss of meaningfuL rel1ltionships, status,
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and respect within the family or of the opportunity for

activity and involvement (Kalish & Moriwaki, 1973). One

respondent in this study said old age "shouldn't be like

this". implying that he should be able to do things he would

like to do and enjoy himself at this time in his life. The

idea expressed by th is respondent that old age should be

pleasurable is supported in the literature (Kalish & }o;oriwaki,

1973; Leong, 1976). Hayter (1981) described old age "as a time

for savouring the world and all that is in it ... a time for

making peace with the oneself and the universe" (p.307).

... Feelings and Jl.ttitudes Toward Requirina Care from

Family

I "dependencelpepe nde nee

The fact that as many as half of the sample expressed a

desire to live on their own may be an example of a desire for

independence. It may also suggest a change in the elderly

Chinese immigrants' choice of living arrangement and is

congruent with the literature which indicated that a

preference for independent living may be growing alllongst

ethnic elders, inclUding the Chinese (Canadian Task Force,

1988; Chan, 1983; Kalish & Moriwaki, 1973; Kalish & Yuen,

1971; Nationill lIdvisory Council on Aging, 1993b; Wister, 1985;
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Wu, 1975). An indication of the desire and, perhaps, the nced

for independence is that many were anxiously awaitinl:;l the time

when they could begin to receive the Canadian Old Age Pension

and become more economically independent.

Although the elderly in this study seem to want more

independence, they also seem to fear rejection by their

children. They seem to be afraid to champion their own needs

for fear they would be rejected and consequently hllvC no one

to care for them should they become physically or mentally

disabled. As one respondent phrased this point, "If 1 tllink of

everything ~ would get mad, but nobody look after you if you

mad [sic]". Another felt she owed it to her son to stay with

him and worried that if she made a change to independent

living and then became ill, there would be no one to take Cilre

of her. One other respondent feared rejection by his offspring

because he had no money. He exclaimed with some certainty that

there would be no O"1e to Cdre for him if he was unable to care

for himself.

Many of the Chinese elderly in this study appeilred to

forfeit the independence they had in their home country to

come to Canada to join their children. It may be that, at the

time the decision to sponsor a parent is made, neither elderly

parents or adult children fully realize the rcsponnibility

associated with sponsoring the immigration of a family member.

Many elderly did not seem to be aware that when they are
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sponsored by their family they are not elig:ible for any type

of support frolll the Canadian government (for example, pension,

income supplement, lind old age pension) until they have been

in the country for at least ten years. Families also seem to

be unaware of this at the time the decision to sponsor their

parents is made. Once faced by the reality it is often too

late to reverse the decision. With almost total dependence on

family for various kinds of assistance, decision making and

control of their personal lives may have to be compromised

(Angrosino, 1916). In addition, many may not have realized the

difference in climate, lifestyle, community o~'ganization,

availability of facilities and pUblic transportation in

Canada.

Nevertheless six respondents said they liked Canada and

wanted to remain near their children. They did however, appear

to wish their personal situation could be different.

Socialization of the elderly Chinese is toward the expectation

of living with children in old age (wong & Reker, 1985).

Because of this tradition some elderly Chinese may not

consider independent living a choice even though they may have

the desire to do so (Chan, 1983; Kalish & Yuen, 1971; wong &

ReJ.:.cr, 1985; Ujimoto, 1987).

Four of the elderly in this study reported they would

like to return home to China or Hong Kong. Leong (1976) notes

that although some Chinese elders may want to return to their
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home country, they believe that to do so would be admitting

they were unhappy living with their family and hence would

bring shame and 105s of face to the family. Many of the aches

and pains the Chinese elderly complain of may be a

somatization of their feelings which they then attribute to

the change in food and to the cold weather. This allows them

to save face should they make the decision to return to China

(Leong, 1976).

The elderly in this study appeared to experience a number

of the situations which Fuchs (1987) described as being

related to feelings of helplessness. These situations include

lack of knOWledge, unfamiliar environment, and lack of contral

over personal routines. They also appeared to experience some

of the other causes of helplessness described by FuchG (1987),

such as changes in personal territory, social displacement,

<lnd lack of consultation regarding decisions.

Several Clf the respondents felt they had few alternatives

and little command over their own lives. A common statement

was "what can 1 do?" I or "1 don't think about that because

there is nothing I can do". Such statements may imply feelings

of lack of choice and control. 'The importance of choice and

control in the lives of the elderly is emphasized when it is
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considered that physical and psychological decline may be

inhibited or reversed by providing options ~nd allowing

individuals to take charge of the events that affect their

lives (Fuchs, 1987; Miller r. Oertal, 1991; F:eich & Zautra,

1990; Rowe , Kahn, 1987). The findings in this study,

indicating lower life satisfaction. less than optimal mental

health and decreased willingness to take risks, may at least

partially be a result of the elders perception that they have

little influence and few alternatives in their lives. In

addition, some of the physical changes experienced by the

elderly in this study, such as interference with sleep

patterns, appetite and energy levels, may indicate feelings of

helplessness or depression.

This section discussed findings that arose from detailed

analysis of the data. Findings indicate that most of the

elderly in this study experienced some psychological distress

associated with care receiving. While the Chinese elderly in

t.his stUdy appear to feel loved by their families, they do not

always feel emotionally "close" to them. In addition, they

appear to be socially isolated from friends, cohorts and the

larger society.

All respondents seemed to want to reciprocate for the

care they received; however, the decline in power resources

associated with aging and with their situation seemed to leave

them with little ability to do so. Many longed for a valuable
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role that would alloW' them to maintain some status in the

family. Several wanted to live with their family; however,

tney longed for greater independence within that situation. In

spite of the fact that many of the respondents had not

experienced caring for their own aged parents, their

expectation and hope appeared to be that they would be c<lr>Jd

for, loved, and respected by their own children.

In this chapter the findings of the study were discussed

and related to the literature. The final chapter presents a

summary of the study as well as limitations and suggestiol1s

for further research.
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CHAPTER SIX

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS OF FINDINGS

This final chapter begins with a summary of the study.

Limi tations are discussed and some suggestions are made for

furthar research. The implications for nursing practice,

education, and theory are considered.

SUlNlIary of the study

The ten elderly Chinese in care-receiving situations

seemed to feel isolated fram friends and cohorts and seemed to

expect and wish for support, understanding, and respect from

their families. They seemed to feel they had little to offer

in return for the care they received and that they had a

limited role in the family. Their need for food and shelter

appeared to be met, but their lives seemed to include little

in the way of spiritual and emotional nourishment or social

activity within which self-esteem and self-satisfaction may be

maintained. These Chinese elders verbalized the desire to

remain involved, to contribute in a meaningfUl way and to

maintain close emotional contacts with both friends and

family. What appears to be withdrawal may be due to their
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situation and the absence of resources to bargain for greater

independence, than an actual desire to withdraw.

Limitations

This study inevitably contains some limitatjons. These

limitations are discussed in the following section.

Sample Si2e

The s~rnple size for this study "'<IS very small (No;lO);

therefore, the findings cannot be 9 .... ncral ized to the larger

community of Chinese elders.

Data Collection Process

While attempts were made to assist the l:"cspondcnt:J to

feel as comfortable as possible with the interview procc:o;s,

some may not have disclosed certain kinds o( information to

the interviewer or may have given culturally appropri<ltc

rc.spont:l.C..... This would affect the quality and depth of

information obtained.

The need for an interpreter introduces an auditional

l:'mitation. The opportunity and ability to develop a tru::.ting
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relationship between the interviewer and the respondent anft to

use helpful communication techniques ma~' have been hindered by

the prC!:scnce of the interpreter. Because some Chinese concepts

lIay not be accurately translated into English and vice versa,

the translation process itseLf may have interfered with the

meaning intended by the interviewer and with the richness in

mcaning intended by the elder (Lock. 1990). This limitation

may in part have been overcame by holding briefing sessions

with tho interpreters to rami! iarize them with the

questionnairc and to allow them to exp).'css their personal

views (Faust' orlckey, 1986).

Another lindtation of the study is that more than one

interpreter was used. Ideally, one interpreter coached by the

researcher would be used for all interviews. This would insure

consistency in the translation of questions and interpretation

or responses. Furtherlllore, if cert",in stereotypes or biases

were held by the interpreter, all interviews would be affected

equally. This did not and could not happen. China is a large

country with one official language and m",ny dialects. As a

result, a total of five interpreters were involved. The

obvious problem with having so many interprct('.rs is the

potential inconsistencies in the manner in which questions

would be asked, and .i.n the interpretation and translation ot'

the responses.
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Biases voiced by the interpreters lend a fifth limitation

to the study. Four of the five interpreters stilted their

belief that Chinese elders would not talk about the topics

addressed in the questionnaire. They thought that "flat

answers" (culturally appropriate answers) would be given.

Another belief held by some of the interpreters surrounded the

discussion of emotions by the Chinese elderly. One interpreter

said there was no word in the Chinese languilga for lava and

affection and indicated that the ChinesC! elderly would not

talk about such topics. Other interpreters did not indicate

any diffiCUlty with these terms. Beliefs held by the

interpreters could have influenced the way ir. which questions

were asked, as well as the way answers were "heard" .Hld

interpreted (Friend, 1991).

Suggestions for Further Research

Future research needs to include larger groups of Chjnc~a

elders. In addition, involvement of one interpreter either

with prior training or trained by the researcher would reuuco

some of the complications associated with cross eu I turill

research. The semi-structured intervie~1 schedule did ilddres:i

areas important to exploring the care receiving situiltion;
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however I some of the anxiety-provoking questions could have

been less direct.

Implications

The findings of this study can contribute to the health

oC Chinese elders by providing an understanding of factors

affecting their psychological and physical well-being in care

receiving situations with their families in canada. In her

research with caucasian and Chinese families, Anderson (1990a)

indicated that health care professionals are frequently

unaware of the complexity of factors in the home that

influence an imt:ligrant client's response to nursing care. An

understanding of these issues will assist health professionals

such as nurses, physicians, and social workers to provide more

culturally sensitive care to this group. In addition,

information provided by this study about factors affecting

their health and well-being may be beneficial in assisting

adult caregivers to be more a ....are of the psychological,

social, and physical needs of their aging parents.

lis we 11, the ethnic communi ty may be made more a ....are of

the fnct that some ethnic elderly are lonely and isolated.

They may also be made more cognizant of the needs of this
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group of elderly and of thE need for social activities which

could aid in their adjustment.

Nursing Practice and Education

Some important problems in the area of hea 1th rna i ntcnancc

and health education faced by spnlar immigrants from China arc

disclosed by this study. Because they are isoliltcd and cannot

speak the language, there is little opportunity to provide

them with preventivp. or curative health touching. 'riley <:Ire

unable to learn from the media such as radio and television or

popUlar literature because they cannot understand or rcad the

language. They cannot "pick up" from the CUlture health

information that is COlnmon knOWledge to cilnadian-born seniors.

Nurses and other health care providers have an important role

to play in advocating that health inforrnution be provided to

the Chinese elderly in their own language.

Information revealed by the elderly in th 1:8 study

suggests that care receiving may have important mental and

possibly physical health consequences for the Chinese

elderly. As a result, it is important for nurses in both the

hospital and the community to be made aware of the problems

faced by the Chinese elderly. Awareness of cultural

inhibitions that prevent the Chinese elderly from sharing
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their problems with health care professionals is salient.

Nurses and other health care profession",ls also need to be

aware of the psychological and physical needs of this group,

such as the need for social support and physical exercise.

Awareness of the problems faced by the Chinese elderly in the

community will assist health care providers to implement

appropriate care plans that include the family. The study may

also assist the nurse to engage appropriate support services

for the chinese elderly when planning for hospital discharge.

In addition, nurses and other health care professionals are in

a stronger po,;ition to raise the awareness of local agencies

and governments about the needs of this group.

The findings of this stUdy support the need for education

of the Chinese family about the needs of their elderly, such

as a meaningful role in the family, social contact with

cohorts and friends, and physical exercise. This education

program could be coordinated by nurses and would be most

effectively carried out in their own language, by people from

their own culture.

Evidence from the data suggests that some of the elderly

Chinese in this stUdy desire more independence in their lives.

Awareness of the opportunity to empower this group of elderly

Chinese care receivers is an additional important practice and

education issue for nurses. The hopelessness, dependency, and

loss of control, that some of the elderly in this study appear
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to feel, speaks to the importance of addressing such

empowerment issues as self-efficacy and self-esteem (Gibson,

1991). Empowering the Chinese elderly to act to meet their own

needs may have the effect of raising their self-esteem

(Gibson, 1991). Since self-esteem is considered to be a power

resource, nursing efforts to enhance it may help to increase

the elderly individual's perceived power and may contribute to

feelings of greater control (Miller & Ocrtal, 1991).

The need for empowerment of this group of cIders

illustrates a need for both support groups and social groups.

Nurses in the community have the opportunity to work with

community agencies and other health professionals to initiate

these groups. Because they prefer to keep thejr problems

within their own family (Lee, 1986; Lin' Lin, 1978), support

groups could be an important resource for the Chinese elderly.

The mutual sharing of experiences may provide support and

enhance self-esteem through the knowledge that one is not

alone in one's p~oblems. Self-esteem plays a significant role

in self-efficacy and in the motivation to improve one's

lifestyle and health (Miller, 1991b; Rynerson, 19'/2).

Therefore, assisting this group to increase their self-esteem

is important.

The findings of this study may also have implications (or

nursing education. Given the rapid increase in numbers of

Asians in Canada (Shareski, 1992) and the shift toward home
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care services (Anderson, 1990b). nurse education must pl:.'epare

nurses to care for people from diverse cultural backgrounds.

Nursing education must provide research-bat:o:.=d information on

problems faced by those from other cultures. As well, it must

pr"JVide experiential learning opportunities for increasing

self-awareness in terms of biases and stereotypes.

Future generations of nurses need to be W'e11 prepared to

care for Asian elderly clients and their families. Integration

of knowledge about Chinese cultural tradition and the

psychology of the Chinese people into the nursing curriculum

can only improve the provision of comprehensive care, and

caring, both in the community and the health care facility.

Nursing Research and Theory

Further research is warranted to investigate

communication patterns between Chinese elders and their adult

children. Analysis of the data obtained from the interviews

seemed to indicate that a portion of the problems faced by the

elderly may simply be a result of families not recognizing

their' needs or of the elderly not making their needs and

desires known. The question of what portion of the problems

encountered by the elderly are a result of a lack of

communication and which are associated with being a care

recei vcr -.:-equires research.
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Altemative research methods such as case studi s would

also be helpfuL Such studies would allow for more in depth

exploration of some of the concepts related to the meaning and

potential consequences associated with care r-cccivinq and

would be helpful in a number of ways. studios using a larger

sample .....ould validate the findings and contribute to the

conceptual knowledge base related to care rcceivlng. 1'1115

knowledge base may facilitate the development of <l framework

that could be useful in applying the nursing process in a

family-centred Dlannc1r to the care receiving situiltion.

Taking into consideration the limitations of the study,

some specUlations are made in the following p.:lragrilphs about

the relationships b(:tween the concepts which emergcd. 'I'ho

potential relationships among the concepts are complex. t:ach

emergJ·,g concept rna:' influence and be influenced by the others

and by the care receiving situation. For example, loneliness

and isollltion, meaningful roles and relationships <lnd

dependence may all be related to the decrease in powor

resources. Lack of personal, discretionary spending money (or.

transportation and for social activities may prevent the

elderly from maintaining important cohort friendships. Chinese

elders may be unable to maintain traditionally expected status

and rclatic'Oships within the family because of the loss of

power and ability to share knowledge and experience. Finally.
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dependence seems to be an outcome of insufficient (power)

resources to support oneself.

Diminished power resources may be influenced by

loneliness and isolation and the absence of meaningful roles

and relationships and by dependence. If the elderly have no

meaningful role within the family, they are unlikely to be

accorded status and influence within the family. Absence of

close emotional ties and supportive friendships are believed

to diminish the psychological and esteem resources of the

elderly person. According to Rook (1987), the absence of

Cl "panionship may actually eliei t negative responses from

others. FinallY. the state of dependence may diminish power

resources by interfering with the opportunity to make choices

and to have a voice in decision making.

A theoretical framework which is broad enough to consider

the concepts presented here and which provides for

consideration of the interrelatedness of the potential

consequences of care receiving to other variables such as

uprootedness, language barrier and cultural expectations among

others, is needed.

This study focuses on a group of Chinese elderly;

however, many of the findings in this study may be relevant'. to

Canadian born elderly and elderly immigrants from other

cultures. Further research is required to investigate this

aspect of the lives of elders from all cultural backgrounds.
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Conclusions

This study explored the meaning and potential

consequences for the Chinese elderly living with and being

dependent upon offspring for financial, social, psychological

and, in some cases, physical support. Based on the information

obtained from this particular cohort group of respondents and

considering the limitations of this study, several conclusior.~

are drawn and presented here.

Care receiving appears to be associated with some

psychological distress for the elderly Chinese. The distress

appears to include: a) a concern by the elderly th<lt they may

be a burden to their care givers; b) the Ceeling that they

have little that is valued to offer in return (or the cae-c

received; c) the perception that they must withhold thei.r

opinions and both their physical and emotional desires and

needs in order not to be a burden to their family i and d) a

feeling of reduced freedom and ability to make independent

chOices.

The Chinese cultural tradition of suppressing emotions

may interfere with the ability of these Chinese elders to

communicate their needs and desires, with the consequence that

both adult children and health care providers may remain

unaware. Families may be better able to empower the elderly if

they were aware of what the elders perceive their needs to be.
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The findings from this investigation indicate that some

of the elderly in this study may be able to count on their

families for support. However, there may be a need to raise

the awareness of adult children about the psychosocial needs

of their aging parents. Furthermore, adult offspring may

require support from health care professionals in their role

as care g.i.vers. They are a "sandwich generation" in the sense

that their world is different from that of their parents o:>r of

their children. Their parents are imbued with traditional

Chinese values and beliefs. Their children may be far removed

from these traditions and expectations, because they are no

longer aware of them, or because they have rejected them in

favour of the values and mores of a society ...hich to them is

"home". The adult children of first generation Chinese elderly

in Canada may be caught in the middle, They may feel required

to adopt the lifestyle of the society they chose while

influence frOm their cultural heritage may cause shame and

guilt if the perceived expectations of their parents and the

Chinese community are not met (KaliSh & Moriwaki. 1973).
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Rccciviui: ftlr the Ethnic Ellh~r" W:lS cnnsidercd. The Committee recommen"ed approval of
the ;lpplio.:atillil wilh ('Inc COlllment:

The COl11llllth:c rcqlll'stcd that you be introduced to lhe research sUhject by
.~nll1cunc who know.\ them

We takl: Ihis oppurtllnily 10 wish you every success with your r~scarch sludy.

Sinc~rdy yours,

Dr. Jobn Harnett
Ch;lirnl;ln
HUlIl;l1l lll~'eslig;llion Commiltee

JH/s..:

Dr. K.I\I.W. I\l'nugh. Vice Presidenl of Iksc:HCh
1Jr. Lanliil'l1. :-Iupcn'isllr
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1\PPENDIX B

Towards Meeting The Health care Needs of the Chinese

Elderly: Meaninq and Potential Health Consequences at. Caro

Receivinq for the Chinese Elder.

Semi-structured Interview Schedule

opening Introduction

(Hi, my name is Marian MacKinnon. I tim tI student in the
Master's in Nursing Program at Memorial university. T am datil')
my thesis on the health care needs of the Chinese elderly and
I believe you have some valuable experiences nnd ~;nowlcdgc to
share on the topic.
Before we begin, I want to thank you for agreeing tn
participate in this study. You have read the letter so you
know that the information you give me wi 11 be kept
confidential. tlo identifying information wi.ll be included in
the thesis) .

(The first two questions are opening questions, intended to
increase the respondents comfort with the interviewer [lien].
1989).

1. Tell me a little about coming to this country .•.....
What made you decide to come? Did you fly? Ilow do you reel
about flying?

2. Tell me briefly about where you were born anti il little
about your life growing up. about your ptlrcnts anu
your work.
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3. What changes did you have to make in your life when you
moved Canada from China? What were your daily activities
when you were in China? (Translation: What did you use your
time to do)

probes: Were there changes in other things?
Changes in financial situation?
Changes in livinrJ arrangements?
Changes in relationships with others (friends,
relatives, children ..... )

4. Talk a little if you will about how you feel about the
changes?

Probe: Are there things you miss about China?
Things that you don't miss?

5. So you are here now and you are living with your family.
What does it mean to you to live with your children in Canada?

6. An~ you happy here? What kinds of things make you feel
happy /unhappy?

7. When yOIl are unhappy, what kinds of things happen to you?
Arc you able to eat? Sleep? Do you have enough strength?
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8. When your children were young what was li fe like for you?
...... do you experience any difference in how thinqs arc
between children and parents here compared to China?

9. What was family life like in China? Who lived in the
household? When you were in China did your parcNtt.h l'iuu?

Probe: How were your grandparents cared for?
did they live with your parents ilnd what W<iS
that like?

10. What kinds of things did childrcm do for p<ircnts in Chin"
and is it the same or different here?

Extra Question: Do youlC children do th i nCJs for you
•... he1lJ you .. out?
If yes or no, how do yOll feel about
that?

11. Tell me a little about your family, your children, ....
your glCandchildren .•. do you feel you arc in <.i lov i nq
environment or......? (wording sugqe~tcd by Chi nose
Interpreter)

12. Do you think your neads arc understood by your chiJdlCcn?
Your grandchildren?

13. Most families have disagreement;; .... tell me a little
about how disagreements are handled in your family?



Probe: How do you feel at these times?
What do you do?
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14. Do you try to please your children? It yes, tell
little about sOllie of the things you try to do .....

15. 'I'e11 me a little about how you feel about trying to
please your children

Probe: Is it illlportant?

16. ArC! you able to take pi'lrt in some of the decisions made
within the family?

Extra Questions: Are you consulted or ask for advice
....... on decisions that affect you?
Is your approval important to your
faJlily? How do they shoW' you that it
is important to them?

17. Is it important to you to have some time 1,10ne? If yes,
ilrc you able to have time alone? How do you prefer to be
alone?



""18. Do you sometimes feel lonely? Tillk. a little about that
if you will ..•... what do you do when you feel lonely?
When was the last time you did this?

19. Do you share your thoughts and problems with someone in
the family? For example, when something bothers you do you
discuss it with someone in the family?

Probe: If yes, who do you discuss it with? If no, how
come?

20. How is your health now? How docs the state of your
health now compare with how it was when you were in Ch i n,l?

*21. Do you sometimes feel a) anxious ('franslution - nervous
combined with fear) b) worried c) ticprc5scd? Can you tell mQ
about some of the things th<1t possibly C<lUSQ you to recl th i ~3

way?

22. When you have those feelings what do you do?

23. Who do you tell when you are physically sLck?

Probe: Are you able to get to a doctor when you think
it is necessary?
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:14. When you are physically sick is there someone to help
you?

25, What does it mean to you to feel good about yourself?
Arc thElrl~ some things that help you to feel good about
yourself?

26, Arc ther€! times when you dontt feel good about yourself?
Wh.. t docs it mean to you When you don't feel good about
youl.'self?

Probe: What Kinds of things are happening for you when
you don't feel good about yourself?

*],7. What do you c.:o in a typical day? Are there any other
things you would 1 ike to do?

26. Do your children need your help, for instance with the
cooking? Shopping? Caring for your grandchB.dmen'aoDeiJlgrk?

2!J. How do you feel about doing these things?
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30. Do you feel comfortable living .... ith your family? Can you
talk a little more about that .... ,. your feelings?

Probe: Would some other arrangement be better for
them? For you?

31. Are there things you want to do or feel you should do for
you': family? Tell me a little more about that .... the reasons
yOll feel that way ..... and what do you do or try to do?

*32. If you had a choicc, where would you like to live?

33. If you were able to, would you feel it important to he Ip
out with family expenses? Can you talk a little about that
. . •. is it important?

*34. Tell me a little about what you do in your sparo time?
Do you keep in touch with friends?

Probe: About how often?
How many friends do you regularly keep in touch
with?
Whore do you usually meet your friend!;?
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*35. If you want to go somewhere how do you get there, for
exomple. how do you qet a) shopping b) to medical
appointments c) to religious activities d) to other
cccroational activities?

36. Thinking back over the past few Ilonths is there
anything that has been troubling your mind? (Wording
suggested by Chinese interpreter)_

Extra Question: Tell me a little about some of the
fears (Tronslotion: scare fears and worr,d~bhrb"v,ou..

37. Is there <:anything you would like to change? What changes
would you mllke if you could?

(00 you have any questions for me at this point? If not then
1 would like to ask you just a few quiCk questions .... J

• Adapted (with permission) from: Goodwin, J. L. (1988)
Assessing the needs of ethnic older adults in the Halifax
Dartmouth area if Nova Scotia. Unpublished Manuscript.
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*PERSONAL DATA

ID Code #: _

Date: _

Location of Interview:

Time to Complete:

Audiotaped: #, _

1. Country of birth _

2. Citizenship:

a) Canadian

b) Other

J. When did you come to Canada? (example: flpril, 1990)

4. Gender

a) Male
b) Female

5. Year of Birth _

6. Marital status:

a) married
b) wido....ed
c) Separated
d) Divorced
e) single
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7. What languages do you speak. at home?

Outside the home? _

8. What languages do you speak when you are with S1b'liri:dren?

Friends? _

9. Wh<lt langu<lges do you read?

10. Do you consider yourself a member of a particular ethnic
group? If so, what group?

11. How many children do you have?

<1) None
b) 1 - 2
c) J - 4
d) :> 4

12. \~here do your children live?

13. Are yOll presently employed?

ill If yes, why do you work? _
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b) If no, would you like to work?

14. What did you work at for most of your 1 i fa?

15. What are your main sources of income?

16. Is your income adequate to meet your needs?

If not, why? _

17. Are you on any medications? If yes, what ore they?

'I< Adapted (with permission) from: Goodwin, J. 1.. (198M)
Assessing the needs of ethnic older adults in the Hal i fil;/,

Dartmouth area if Nova Scotia. Unpublished 11anu:::;cript.
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APPENDIX D

School of Nursing,
Memorial University of NF.,
AlB JV6.
November 24, 1992.

Towards Meeting The Health Care Needs of the Chinese Elderly:
Meaning and Potentia.l Health Consequences of Care Receiving
for the Chinese Elder.

Letter of Introduction

I am a student in the graduate program in nursing at
t"lemori.111 University. I am interested in finding out about how
you have adapted to life in Canada. The information will be
the basis of my Master's thesis. I am requesting your
pilrticipation in this study
because I believe you have some good ideas and important
experiences in this area.

'1'he purpose of this study is to determine if there are
ways heal th care professionals can be of help to people like
you in the community living with family. Participation would
involve one or two interview sessions during which you would
be asked to respond to a number of questions about your
cxpcriences living .In Newfoundland.

'rhe interviewer would be myself and if necessary a
translator will be present. The information will be kept
confidential and to protect your identity, your name will not
be attached to the tapes or transcripts.

Your participation is voluntary. You may choose not to
answer some questions if you feel uncomfortable doing so.

'rile results of this study will provide information about
the health care needs of the Chinese immigrant elderly in the
communi ty, and may be helpful to health professionals
providing more appropriate care and programs in the future.

I f you have any questions during or after the study,
please feel free to call me at the number provided below.
Thank you in anticipation of your assistance and
participation.

Yours truly,

Mar ian MacKinnon.
Ph. 754-8228
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APPENDIX F

Towards Meeting The Health Care Needs of the Chinese
El(lerly: Meaning and Potential Health Consequences of Care
Receiving for the Chinese Elder.

CONSENT FORK

J , the undersigned,
agree to particlpate .In the research study described above.

I understand what is lnvalved in the study and my
questions have been answered. I am aware that my
participation is voluntary and that there is no guarantee that
I will benefit from my involvement. I acknowledge that a copy
of this form has been offered to me.

The use that will be made of tapes and transcription
material has been explained to me. I understand that this
material will be destroyed when the research is complete. I
hereby agree to be aUdiotaped.

Quotes of my conversation may be used in the text of the
thesis, but 1 will not be identified in association with the
quote and will not be identifiable by the quote.

(SH]J1ilture of PartIcipant)

To be sIgned by the inveStIgator.

(Date)

To the best of my ability, I have fully explained to the
suuject the nature of this research study. I have invited
questions and prOVided answers. I believe that the SUbject
fully understands the implications and voluntary nature of the
stUdy.

(SIgnature of InvestIgator)

Phono Number _

(SHJnatm'c or Interpreter)

(Date)

(Date)
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